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ABSTRACT
MODELING CONTROLLED VOCABULARIES USING OODBS AND
MULTILEVEL AREA DIAGRAMS
by
Li-min Liu
A Controlled Vocabulary (CV) is a software system of domain knowledge that
consolidates and unifies the terminology of a large application domain. With a
common, centralized CV, costly and time-consuming translations can be eliminated
between pairs of organizations and pairs of software systems. Unfortunately, the
more knowledge we put into a CV, the harder it is to understand and maintain
it. In this dissertation, a comprehensive theoretical methodology for modeling CVs
using Object-Oriented Database (00DB) technology is presented. We present two
methods for representing a semantic network CV as an equivalent OODB, which we
call an Object-Oriented Vocabulary Repository (OOVR). The first method, based
on a structural analysis and partitioning of the CV, yields an OODB with a very
concise schema, referred to as the OOVR schema. Due to its compact size, the
schema can be displayed on one or a few computer screens and serves as an aid
for comprehending and maintaining the CV. A program called the Object-Oriented
Vocabulary Repository Generator (OOVR Generator) has been built to automatically generate an OOVR for a given semantic network CV. Our second methodology
results in a larger schema, which, however, serves as an important tool for browsing
and navigation through a CV. The OODB schemas created by both methodologies
provide important abstract views of CVs. We have also defined a new type of
semantic relationships called IS-A' in the context of an OOVR representation. The
IS-A' relationships are defined on OOVR schemas to reflect certain important IS-A
relationships in the underlying CV. The two OOVR representations exhibit several
interesting theoretical characteristics which are formally proven in this dissertation.

To provide an environment with several abstract views of a CV, we also define a
paradigm called Multilevel Area Diagrams (MLADs). A MLAD is a collection of
different partitions of increasing detail and decreasing abstraction derived from a
CV. Users can browse at one level and then switch to another level to continue
their navigation Examples of browsing sessions are presented to show that the
MLAD paradigm provides processing capabilities beyond those of a triditional objectoriented representation of a vocabulary.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A Controlled Vocabulary (CV) is a software system of domain knowledge that consolidates and unifies the terminology of a large application domain [13, 68]. With a
common, centralized CV, costly and time-consuming translations can be eliminated
between pairs of organizations and pairs of software systems. For example, in
the healthcare field cases have been reported of differences between terminologies
used by different laboratories within the same hospital [11]. Any industry with
such a problem needs a CV to overcome the communication difficulties between
multiple cooperating organizations. CVs can provide solutions for the following two
aspects of this problem. From an application standpoint, controlled vocabularies
alleviate software systems of the burden of maintaining their own ad hoc vocabularies. From a user point of view, controlled vocabularies help in standardizing
information processing among different organizations, thus reducing the overall cost
of doing business. Unfortunately, it is difficult to understand and maintain a CV
when it contains an enormous amount of knowledge.
In this dissertation, we develop theoretical techniques and software tools to
model a large CV in order to help users comprehend the contents of the CV, as well
as make it more easily maintainable. In order to do so, we utilize Object-Oriented
Database [3, 44, 54, 70, 111] (OODB) modeling and technology. Specifically, we
present a method for representing a CV as an equivalent OODB (which we call an
OOVR.) A major advantage of this approach is the fact that the OODB schema
provides an important abstract view of the CV. We will, in fact define a framework
which provides many levels of abstraction.
The basis of our methodology is the notion of "area," which can be used to
partition a large CV into manageable units. In this context, we have defined and
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utilized the notions of property-introducing concept and intersection concepts. The
partitioning of the CV eventually leads to the definition of an OODB schema, which
we call the OOVR schema. The schema is an important abstract view of the distribution of properties and the inheritance that takes place within the CV.
In [39, 41], the authors described how to use the OOVR schema to help the
CV designer correct errors in the CV. The schema also helps a user comprehend the
of a large, complex vocabulary [39, 41] because the number of classes in the schema
is much smaller than the number of concepts in the underlying vocabulary network.
Due to its compact size, the schema can be displayed on one or a few computer
screens. On the other hand, it is almost impossible to display a typical CV in such a
space, because it may contain thousands of concepts. We will also demonstrate how
the schematic representation of the CV aids in browsing and traversal.
We have developed a software system called the 001/R Generator which
automatically carries out all phases of mapping a CV to a OOVR representation.
It takes as its input a CV in a "flat file" semantic network format and produces
an equivalent, fully populated OOVR as its output. Both the architecture of the
OOVR Generator and the functionality of every component will be described.
In the course of using the OOVR schema, we realized that certain refinement
were needed with respect to a type of area called a multi-rooted intersection area.
Specifically, we devised an additional methodology for further partitioning such areas.
The methodology has the recursively defined notion of articulation concept as its
basis. From this, we define partitioning units called partial areas. The result of our
revised methodology is the singly-rooted schema.
After we examined a special type of intersection area, the "multi-rooted
intersection area," we discovered some difficulties in constructing SUBCLASS_OF
relationships for these area classes. We also discovered some difficulties in browsing
multi-rooted intersection area classes in an OOVR schema. In order to overcome
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these difficulties, we present a refined modeling technique. We first identify articulation concepts in a multi-rooted intersection area and then use them to generate
partial areas. An articulation concept serves as a naming concept to name the partial
area and define the SUBCLASS_OF relationships of the partial area class. The result
of this is a singly-rooted OOVR representation. The schema of this representation
is called the singly-rooted schema.
The singly-rooted schema provides not only a structural view but also an
enhanced semantic view of a CV. This is because partial areas (derived from one
multi-rooted intersection area A) have the same set of properties (structure), and all
concepts in an area (and in a partial area) are descendents of a single concept (a root),
which makes them semantically similar. Compared to the original OOVR schema,
the singly-rooted schema is a more detailed abstraction network. Both the original
OOVR representation and the singly-rooted representation exhibit some interesting
theoretical characteristics. We will be stating a number of these as theorems and
lemmas, along with proofs.
We have applied our OODB modeling techniques to several existing vocabularies, including the InterMED and the MED. The results of these mappings will
be discussed. Both of these representation called the InterMED OOVR and MED
OOVR, respectively, are up and running on top of ONTOS, a commercial OODB
system. The InterMED OOVR is accessible via the Web [851.
Another important contribution of our research is the introduction of a new
kind of semantic relationship, called an IS-A' relationship, into the OOVR representation. The IS-A' relationships are defined on OOVR schemas to reflect certain
important IS-A relationships in the underlying CV. Users can navigate an OOVR
schema through not only the SUBCLASS_OF relationships but also our new IS-A'
relationships. With IS-A' relationships, users are offered an enhanced abstraction
view of a CV in order to improve navigation and general usage.
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Both kinds of OOVR schemas, the original OOVR schema and the singlyrooted schema, provide valuable views of the knowledge content of a CV. Due to
this, users may want to have both abstractions available during a browing session
of an OOVR. To achieve this goal, we introduce a paradigm called Multilevel Area
Diagrams (MLADs). An MLAD is a collection of different partitions (area diagrams)
derived from a CV and relationships among these. Users can browse in one area
diagram first and then switch to another area diagram to continue their navigation.
Users can also switch from an area diagram directly to the underlying CV at any
time. Examples of browsing sessions are described to show that the MLAD paradigm
provides capabilities beyond those of the basic OOVR representation.
There are a number of reasons why one would want to model a CV in an OODB
form, in addition to those mentioned above. First, most OODB systems support
object-oriented programming languages such as Smalltalk [36] and C++ [100, 101].
When applications are developed in object-oriented programming languages, there
is a low "impedance mismatch" path to an OODB [110]. Once a CV is modeled in
an OODB representation, the vocabulary can also be accessed declaratively using an
SQL extension (like OSQL of Old TOS [84]) or a "path" language such as XQL [53].
If one would like to access the vocabulary remotely, the Common Object Request
Broker Architecture (CORBA) [76] can be used for this purpose.
Additionally, from a theoretical standpoint, the typical OODB system's
repertoire of modeling constructs neatly captures many modeling features of semantic
networks which typically are used to describe a vocabulary. Thus, the vocabulary
can be mapped directly from the semantic network into the OODB system without
having to re-model it from scratch.
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Figure 1.1 Small extract of a CV
1.1 The Structure of a CV
In this dissertation, a CV is a semantic network of concepts (nodes), with attributes,
connected by IS-A links and/or semantic relationships. An attribute is a property
whose value is a primitive data type (such as a string). One attribute common to all
nodes is name, which holds a concept's associated term (or textual denotation) [27].
Another common attribute is synonyms which can hold alternate denotations aside
from the primary one. A relationship has as its value a reference to another concept in
the network. IS-A links denote the specialization relationship between concepts. ISA links also enable the property inheritance mechanism within the network. In this
dissertation, a CV can be understood and drawn as a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
We will be using the following graphical conventions when drawing the elements of a
CV. A concept is a rectangle having rounded corners with its name (term) written
inside. The names of any attributes introduced by the concept (when shown) are
written below the concept's name and are separated from it by a line. Note that the
values of such attributes will not be included in any diagrams. A relationship is a
labeled arrow directed from the source concept to the target concept.
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Figure 1.1 shows a small extract of a CV with three concepts: Test, 1 Glucose
Test, and Substance. The concept Test introduces the two attributes units and

normal value and the relationship measures directed to Substance. The concept
-

Substance introduces the relationship is measured by (the converse of measures)
-

-

but no attributes. The Glucose Test is a subconcept of (or, simply, "IS-A") Test,
and therefore it inherits all of Test's properties.

1.2 Related Work

Computerizing natural language concepts has long been a major goal of computer
scientists. Various forms of semantic networks [4, 63, 95, 96, 108], knowledge representation languages [52, 73, 78], ontologies [83], and semantic data models [45, 47]
have been recruited to tackle this task. One kind of semantic network called by
its creator "conceptual graph" is described in [93, 94]. Conceptual graphs contain
additional components, besides the semantic network. There exist several general
ontologies such as CYC [17, 65, 66] and WordNet [74, 109]. CYC is a general
ontology for common sense knowledge to facilitate reasoning. It contains more than
10,000 concept types and is rooted in the concept "Thing" which does not have any
properties. WordNet is an on-line lexical reference system. It is a taxonomy which
has no structured concepts or axioms. English nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs
are organized into sets of synonyms (synsets). Each synset represents a lexicalized
concept. WordNet includes six kinds of semantic relations among synset. They
are Synonymy, Antonymy, Hyponymy, Metonymy, Toponymy, and Entailment. For
example, "pipe" and "tube" are linked by the Synonymy relation. WordNet presently
contains over 90,000 synsets and 116,000 occurrences of semantic relations.
1

Some typographical conventions: A bold face font will be used for concepts' terms.

Properties of concepts will appear in italics and will be written strictly in lowercase letters.
Object classes will start with uppercase letters.
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Aside from general ontologies, many domain specific ontologies exist such as
those for the TOVE enterprise model [28, 29, 30, 38, 103]. The TOVE (TOronto
Virtual Enterprise) project focuses on supporting enterprise integration. Rather than
having a single ontology, there are several ontologies for various logical parts of the
enterprise model. In the TOVE ontology, the basic entities are represented as objects
with specific properties and relations. Objects are structured into taxonomies. The
definitions of objects, attributes, and relations are specified in first-order logic. The
methodology for building, as well as the framework for evaluating, an ontology for
enterprise modeling can be found in [38].
The medical field has seen the introduction of a number of CVs. These include
SNOMED [14], SNOMED II [14, 56], SNOMED RT [56, 97], ICD9-CM [106], MED
[12, 13], the GALEN project's Core Model [89] (as expressed in GRAIL [35]), MeSH
[80], CPM93 [15], and CPT98 [1] many of which have been integrated into the UMLS
[48, 67, 104, 105].
The SNOMED is the Systematized Nomenclature of Human and Veterinary
Medicine. "It is a detailed and specific coded vocabulary of names and descriptions
used in healthcare" [56]. Terms in SNOMED are arranged in a hierarchy. Each term
has been assigned to a term code where each digit represents a specific location in
the hierarchy. SNOMED RT (Reference Terminology) is designed to complement the
broad coverage of medical concepts in SNOMED. A reference terminology "is a set
of concepts and relationships that provides a common reference point for comparison
and aggregation of data about the entire healthcare process, recorded by multiple
different individuals, system, of institutions" [97]. In SNOMED RT, the code for
each term no longer carries the hierarchical meaning. A series of relational tables
with explicit relationships between terms and their parent terms is provided. A joint
project between Kaiser Permanente and the Mayo Clinic to develop a Convergent
Medical Terminology (CMT) is based on SNOMED [8].
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ICD9-CM stands for "The International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision,
Clinical Modification." The ICD9-CM is maintained jointly by the National Center
for Health Statistics and the Health Care Financing Agency. It is designed for the
classification of information for statistical purposes, and for the indexing of hospital
records by disease and operations. It is also used for data storage and retrieval. ICD9CM determines the Diagnosis Related Group (DRG) code which indicates what was
wrong with and what was done for a patient. A DRG controls reimbursement by
U.S. Public Health Service and Health Care Financing Administration programs.
ICD9-CM is organized into two classification trees: one for diagnoses and the other
for procedures. The diagnoses classification tree contains 4 levels of depth, and the
procedures tree has 5 levels of depth. No relationships or attributes have been defined
in it.
National Library of Medicine's Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)
project is focusing on helping health professionals and researchers retrieve and
integrate electronic biomedical information from a variety of sources, irrespective
of the variations in the way similar concepts are expressed in different sources.
It contains four components called knowledge sources: Metathesaurus, Semantic
Network, SPECIALIST Lexicon, and Information Sources Map. The Metathesaurus
is organized by concepts, terms, and strings. Alternate names for the same concept
(synonyms, lexical variants, and translations) are linked together. The 1998 version
of the Metathesaurus contains 476,322 biomedical concepts with 1,051,903 different
concept names from more than 40 source vocabularies. Concepts are also linked
by relationships, some of which are derived from the source vocabularies; others
are created during the construction of the Metathesaurus. The Semantic Network
specifies the types of concepts in the Metathesaurus. Each concept is assigned to
at least one type in the Semantic Network. To some degree, the Semantic Network
is similar to an OODB schema if we consider concepts in the Metathesaurus as
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instances of an OODB. However, a concept may have more than one specified type;
the UMLS maintains extra mapping entries for those kinds of concepts rather than
creating multiple inherited types. In the OODB paradigm, an instance is prohibited
from belonging to more than one class.
The GALEN (Generalized Architecture for Languages Encyclopaedias and
Nomenclature in Medicine) project [89] aims to create a multilingual "terminology
server." GRAIL (GALEN Representation and Integration Language) [35] is a
descriptive logic with subsumption and multiple inheritance based on semantic
networks. It belongs to the KL-ONE family [5]. The GRAIL is used in a prototype
clinical workstation, PEN&PAD [33]. One may use GRAIL to build a terminology
in domains other than the medical field [33]. GRAIL has been used to develop the
prototype GALEN COmmon REference (CORE) model for medical terminology [34].
Unlike other systems, for building medical terminologies, GRAIL has "category" and
"individual" layers which are roughly equivalent to "class" and "instance" layers in
00 modeling [88]. However, the ability to generate more layers at different levels of
abstraction is missing in this language.
An object-oriented framework has previously been employed as a modeling
platform for thesauri used in (natural) language-to-language translation [25, 26].
TEDI, a terminology editor, was built in the same context as a tool for extracting
relevant information from hypermedia documents [75]. The 0 2 OODB system [18,
19, 92, 102] has been used to store portions of a general English dictionary based on
a "feature structure" description of its entries [49]. In a similar effort, [112] presents
a technique for storing a dictionary in an ObjectStore database [62, 92]. Srinivasan
proposed a general approach and program to build a controlled vocabulary in the
C programming language [98]. However, the information is not stored in an objectoriented framework. The user has no way of viewing the information at an abstract
level.
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The abstraction techniques in semantic modeling [86, 87] consider the higher
level nodes in a hierarchy to be the higher level abstractions. A higher/lower
level abstraction is generated by climbing up/down along a particular semantic
relationship such as IS-A or part-of. Therefore, there exists no overall abstraction
for the whole hierarchy in semantic modeling.
Object Lens [61] is a system that integrates facilities for hypertext [16], objectoriented databases, electronic messaging and rule-based agents. It is a successor to
the Information Lens [71, 72]. Object Lens can create, modify, retrieve, and display
objects that represent physical or conceptual entities such as messages, people,
meeting, etc. For displaying the contents of an extension of a certain object type,
Object Lens provides two formats: tables and trees. For each object type, Object Lens
provides a form (template) to help users in editing objects. Associations between
objects are represented by links which are hyperlinks in a form.
A descriptive semantic network called Structured Meta Knowledge (SMK),
employing a terminological knowledge-base, has been used to capture the semantics
of patients' medical records [35]. SMK, which arose from the PEN&PAD project [90],
has three levels of abstraction: category, individual, and occurrence. All occurrences
are associated with a time, place, and agent. For example, "Patient," "Trauma,"
and "Bone" are entities on the category level. "Jane Smith" and "Fracture which"
are entities on the individual level. "Jane Smith asSeenBy Dr. Peters at City HC
on 4th July 1990" is an entity on the occurrence level [35].
The Terminological Knowledge Representation System (TKRS) consists of a T
(terminology) Box (TBox), where concepts are introduced, and an A (assertion) Box
(ABox) or world description , where facts about individuals are stated in terms of
concept memberships [7]. The major two functions of TBox are (1) to declare framelike structures by introducing primitive concepts and roles, and (2) to define new
concepts in terms of primitive ones by specifying necessary and sufficient conditions
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for concept membership [6, 7]. These two functions in the TBox are separated into
two parts called the schema and the view. In other words, a TKRS has been refined
into three parts: the schema, the view taxonomy, and the world description. Note
that the notation of schema here is not the same as for OODBs. Also, the notation
of view is different from the view system [46, 57, 58, 59, 60] in OODB systems.
CDME (Collaborative Device Modeling Environment) is a Web-based compositional modeling system [22] aimed at sharing and collaborative construction of
knowledge bases [50]. CDME has been implemented at three levels: physical,
ontological, and logical. Each level has its own representation language, namely,

CML [21], Ontolingua [37], and KIF [32], respectively. At the ontological level of
CDME, an ontology defines the vocabulary in some domain of discourse. Support of
human understanding and interaction is one use for ontologies [23]. "However, as a
CML domain theory gets larger, it becomes more difficult to understand its context
and implicit assumptions, and harder to reuse" [50]. The Ontolingua Server has
been built on an extended version of Ontolingua [37]. The overall design goal for the
Ontolingua Server was to facilitate the collaborative development of ontologies [23].
The Ontolingua Server is a central server which uses HTTP [24] to communicate
with remote users logged on via a Web browser. It has more than 1,000 users of
which 150 are described as serious [23].
Database technology has been used as a means for bringing persistence to
knowledge-based systems. HYWIBAS [82] is a knowledge-based system which
supports three levels of semantic constructs- frames, objects, and relations. This
system adopts a two-level mapping: from a frame-based knowledge representation
model to an object-oriented data model (COCOON [91]), and from COCOON to a
relational system. INGRES [99] is used in HYWIBAS. "COCOON may be considered
as lying somewhere between prescriptive and descriptive paradigms" [82]. The two
basic representation structures in COCOON are type and class. A COCOON class
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represents a descriptive grouping of objects and may have an associated predicated
condition. A COCOON type describes what properties an object can have. In this
way, a COCOON type is similar to a class in an OODB system. However, there is
no hierarchy among COCOON types. If we map COCOON types into an OODB,
we will generate a flat schema (i.e., one having no relationships among classes).
In [51], the EXODUS object manager [9] is used as a subsystem of a frame representation system [52]. A storage model, based on techniques previously proposed for
OODBs [107], has been employed as the basis for storing Telos knowledge-bases
on disk [55, 77, 78, 79]. Both these efforts sought to incorporate their database
subsystems transparently.

1.3 Outline of the Dissertation

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, brief
descriptions of the MED and InterMED (two existing large CVs) are presented
and the mapping methodology which creates the OOVR from a CV is described.
The architecture of the OOVR Generator and other implementation issues are also
discussed. In Chapter 3, we first provide an alternative presentation of the development of the OOVR supporting it with a theoretical framework. Then we describe
the difficulties caused by multi-rooted intersection areas in detail. This is followed
by the revised mapping methodology. We also analyze and prove certain theoretical
characteristics of both OOVR representations.
Chapter 4 discusses problems which may exist for the singly-rooted schema
and how these problems affect the browsing of the schema. Then, we define the
semantic relationship called "IS-A " to overcome these problems. Examples with
'

IS-A' relationships are provided. The singly-rooted schema with IS-A' relationships
exhibits several interesting characteristics which are presented as lemmas and
theorems with proofs.
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In Chapter 5, we present the notion of Multilevel Area Diagram, which as an
integrated system, provides users with more than one abstraction view of a CV. Use
of MLADs is demonstrated.
In Chapter 6, we conclude with a summary and a discussion of future work.
Preliminary and shorter versions of the work presented in this dissertation may be
found in [42, 68, 69].

CHAPTER 2
REPRESENTING A CONTROLLED VOCABULARY AS AN OODB
In this chapter, we first introduce our two test-bed vocabularies, the MED and the
InterMED. After that, we present some possible OODB modeling approaches for a
CV. We then go on to describe our novel approach to represent a CV as an OODB.
We develop the OOVR in two steps, without intersection concepts (areas) and with
intersection concepts (areas). Finally, we describe the architecture of the OOVR
Generator and its various components in detail.

2.1 Description of the InterMED and MED
InterMed Collaboratory is a collaborative project involving six participating medical
institutions, Stanford University, Columbia University, Brigham and Women's
Hospital, Massachusetts General Hospital, McGill University, and the University of
Utah, with funding from the National Library of Medicine (NLM). Software and
tools have been built for the merging, managing, and searching of a standardized
vocabulary in a network-based entities dictionary. In this document, the vocabulary
built under the InterMed project is referred to as the InterMED. The InterMED
contains a small subset of the MED (Medical Entities Dictionary) which was
developed and is presently in use at Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center (CPMC)
[121.
The MED and Inter MED feature a concept subsumption hierarchy—a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) composed of concepts connected through sub-concept (IS-A)
and super-concept links. The IS-A hierarchy serves two main purposes. First, as we
mentioned earlier, it supports the inheritance of properties among concepts within
the CV. A subconcept is defined to inherit all the properties of its superconcept(s).
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Because the IS-A hierarchy is a DAG, a concept may have more than one superconcept (or parent). In such a case, the subconcept inherits from all its parents. The
second purpose of the hierarchy is to support reasoning in the form of subsumptionbased inferences. For example, using the fact that Tetracycline IS-A Antibiotic,
a decision-support system can infer that a patient is on antibiotics from an entry
in a clinical database stating that the patient is taking tetracycline. Note that the
IS-A hierarchy is singly-rooted. The roots of the MED and InterMED are Medical
Entity and Entity, respectively.

The MED comprises over 48,000 concepts' which are connected by more than
61,000 IS-A links and 71,000 non-hierarchical (i.e., non-IS-A) relationships. The
figures for the InterMED are as follows: There are approximately 2,500 concepts,
3,400 IS-A links, 3,500 non-hierarchical relationships.
Both the MED and InterMED obey the following rule pertaining to the introduction of properties into the vocabulary.
Rule (Uniqueness of Property Introduction): A given property x can be

introduced at only one concept in the CV.
If other concepts also need x, then they must be defined as descendants of the concept
at which x is introduced and obtain it by inheritance. We will be assuming that any
CV to which our methodology is to be applied satisfies the above rule. Note that
this is not overly restrictive because if there is a need to introduce a property x at
several independent concepts, then an "artificial" superconcept of these concepts can
be created for the purpose of defining x [11].

'Currently the MED has over 56,000 concepts and the InterMED has 2,820 concepts.
At the time the work reported in this chapter was done, the MED had around 48 000
concepts.
;
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2.2 Modeling Alternatives

From our point of view, there are three major alternatives for the solution of the
vocabulary modeling problem. Simply stated, one can either: (1) Define a single
object class and make all concepts instances of it; (2) Define a class for each concept
and forgo instances; or (3) Choose a middle-ground between (1) and (2), that is,
define a number of object classes and make each concept an instance of the "appropriate" one. Our methodology is based on (3). Before getting to it, we will examine
(1) and (2) and discuss why they were rejected.
Because a CV is a collection of concept nodes (and links between them), one
approach to building an OODB schema for it is to define a single object class, say,
Concept and make all the nodes instances of it. Properties common to all concepts,

such as name and synonyms, would be defined at Concept. Other properties defined
for particular concepts and their descendants would be modeled as separate objects,
instances of another class called Property. To connect a concept to its entire set of
properties, a pair of converse relationships, has property and is property of , would
-

-

-

be maintained between Concept and Property. As an example, consider the concept
Glucose (Figure 2.1). In this arrangement, there would exist an instance of Concept

representing Glucose. Its attribute name would have the value "Glucose." The
concept Glucose exhibits the relationship is measured by, for which the target
-

-

concept is Glucose Test. An instance of Property is created to represent this link,
and this instance is associated with Glucose via the converse relationship pair,
has property and is property of .
-

-

-

The three objects—two instances of Concept and one instance of Property—
and their interconnections are shown graphically in Figure 2.1. Above the dashed line
are classes Concept and Property. We use the following graphical conventions when
drawing the OODB classes. A class is a rectangle with its name written inside. The
names of any attributes defined by the class are written below the class's name and
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Figure 2.1 Object representation of the relationship is measured by between
Glucose and Glucose Test
-

-

are separated from it by a line. A relationship is a labeled (in italics) arrow directed
from the source class to the target class. Below the dashed line are three instances
of classes Concept and Property. That indicates concept Glucose is-measured-by
Glucose Test.

An advantage of this modeling alternative is that a property of a concept
cannot be assigned a value unless the property is actually defined for the concept.
However, this alternative does have a number of drawbacks. First, in order to access
or manipulate a concept in its entirety, it would have to be "joined" together from
its constituent objects (one instance of Concept, and potentially many instances of
Property). The second is a proliferation of database objects resulting from the fact

that most properties would be objects themselves. For example, the MED has about
70,000 relationships that would be instances of Property. Another shortcoming is
the "flattening" of the CV's IS-A hierarchy (due to the definition of a single class
Concept) and the failure to exploit any property inheritance, a fundamental aspect

of object-oriented modeling.
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Figure 2.2 Concepts as classes, i.e., instances of the metaclass Type

The second alternative representation arises from the view of the CV as a
strictly intensional entity. Each concept can be seen as a description of a general
category or class in the linguistic sense. For example, Aspirin denotes the general
concept of a kind of drug (namely, Aspirin), not some specific brand tablets or
preparations composed of it. With this in mind, we could represent each concept
as its own object class if the target OODB system supports some kind of run-time
manifestation of classes in a metaschema or data dictionary form. The ONTOS
DB/Explorer, our implementation vehicle, indeed supports such a feature. Note
that under this arrangement the OOVR would consist solely of classes (represented,
presumably, as objects in the metaschema), but it would have no instances of those
classes. Figure 2.2 shows the concepts Aspirin, Glucose, Glucose Test, and so
on, as instances of the metaclass Type (drawn as a double-edged box) in an ONTOS
metaschema. The concepts here are drawn as boxes to indicate their status as classes.
There are two major shortcomings to this approach. First, the OODB schema
would be enormous, and instead of aiding a user in the comprehension of the contents
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of the CV—as would be expected—it would be entirely overwhelming and incomprehensible. The second problem has to do with the representation of the concepts'
properties and their associated values. In ONTOS, for example, the properties of a
class are stored as independent objects apart from the run-time manifestation of their
class within the metaschema. Because these "property" objects are strictly intensional, there is no provision for associating actual values with them as required by the
CV's structure. To overcome this problem, we could augment the metaschema with
additional constructs to associate a property with values for the different concepts
that possess it. (As discussed, a property defined at one concept appears at all its
descendants, too, via inheritance. Each of the descendents would have its own value
for the property in question.) Alternatively, many different property objects could
be used to make the connections between the concepts and their values for the given
property. This would result in the need for a great deal of extra storage within
the metaschema, and would also require its reorganization. Such practices, while
feasible, are not practical. Additionally, access to metaschema objects is typically
not optimized for frequent usage. Thus, we reject both of these extreme solutions,
and we now turn to the approach that we have adopted.

2.3 OODB Schema for CVs without Intersection Concepts
In the two alternative approaches described in the previous section, either the OODB
representation of the CV consisted only of instances (of a single class) or only of
classes. Our methodology is situated in the range between these two extremes with
the schema having more than one class but nowhere near an amount equal to the
number of concepts in the source CV. The ultimate task is to determine how many
classes are necessary, what the classes look like, what their interrelationships should,
and to which classes the various concepts should belong.
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The OODB schema produced by our approach is derived automatically from
an overall structural analysis of the CV. It is based on the partitioning of the CV
into groups of concepts that exhibit the exact same set of properties. To be more
precise, we will need the following definition, where we use P(x) to denote the entire
set of properties of the concept x.

In the remainder of this section, we will be describing the process of identifying
all areas in the CV—and, hence, partitioning the CV into mutually exclusive sets—
under the assumption that the CV does not contain intersection concepts, which will
be formally defined in the next section. Informally, an intersection concept is one
that does not introduce any new properties but still has a different set of properties
than all its parents due to inheritance from several of them. After discussing the
area-partitioning, we will present the details of the OODB schema derived directly
from it and describe how the CV is stored in the database.
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Let us point out that the methodology as presented in this section is sufficient
in itself for a CV whose IS-A hierarchy is a tree. Examples of such CVs include
ICD-9 [106] and AHFS [2]. Even if the hierarchy is a DAG, the methodology will
still be suitable if the CV is devoid of intersection concepts, a condition that can be
detected algorithmically. An example of such a CV is NDC [81]. The main reason for
delaying consideration of intersection concepts to the next section is that it greatly
simplifies the presentation.
The identification of areas follows the pattern in which the concepts' properties
are introduced into the CV. In this regard, we will need the following two definitions.
In the first, we use 11(v) to denote the set of properties intrinsically introduced or
defined by the concept v (as opposed to those that are inherited by it).

The property-introducing concepts form the basis for the areas of the CV.
In fact, in a CV that satisfies the condition regarding the absence of intersection
concepts, we can equivalently state the definition of area in terms of propertyintroducing concept as:
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Definition 4: (Area [equivalent redefinition]) An area is a set of concepts
containing a property-introducing concept v and all of v's descendants excluding its
DPIDs and their respective descendants. 0
Clearly, an area can contain only a single property-introducing concept. Any
descendants that are also property-introducing concepts will define new areas of their
own. From a top-down vantage point, the property-introducing concept is the highest
node in an area, and in this sense it "starts" the area. For this reason, we refer to
that concept as the root of the area and use it when we need to assign a name to the
area.

Figure 2.3 Three areas of a CV
To illustrate the partitioning of a CV, we show three areas A, B, and C in
Figure 2.3. The concepts are drawn as rectangles with rounded edges, while the
areas are shown as large rectangles. Note that the root of area A (i.e., the concept
A) introduces the single attribute x. Area A extends down to, but excludes, concept
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B which is a DPID of A. B defines the attribute y as well as the relationship r
and serves as the root of area B. Finally, area C has the root C which introduces
attribute z and the relationship r', the converse of r. The ellipses in the figure
indicate the omission of additional concepts above the areas A and C.
As a concrete example from the InterMED, the concept Measurable Substance
introduces a new relationship measured by and is thus the root of a new area,
-

"Measurable Substance" area. Examples of concepts in that area are Color,
Temperature, Specific Gravity, Viscosity, Blood Coagulation, and Optical
Density. Another example is the area rooted at the concept Entity, which, as
we noted above, all CVs are assumed to be rooted at overall. Entity introduces a
number of properties (including name) and is therefore the root of "Entity" area.
Once the areas of the CV have been identified, the OODB schema can be
created as follows. For each area A, define a class (called A_Area) whose direct

a way which mimics the inheritance taking place in the semantic network. The root
rA inherits from its parents—which reside in areas distinct from A—those properties
that it does not itself define. From this, it can be seen that A_Area should inherit
from all the classes which represent areas that contain a parent of rA . That is, A_Area
should be a subclass of all those classes. To characterize this precisely, let us define
the following.
Definition 5: (Parent [Area]) Let B and C be areas. If a parent of r c, the root
of C, resides in B, then B is called a parent (area) of C. CI
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T1 , T2 , . Tn . Let us note that it is possible that one of these classes, say, Ti _Area
is a parent or an ancestor of another, say, TjI_nAsuchrae.,dfigbls
relationships between A_Area and both Ti _Area and Tjw_ouAldeart"sh
cut" (i.e., a materialization of a transitive subclass connection) in the OODB schema.
The relationship between A_Area and Ti _Area is clearly redundant because, in such
a situation, P(Ti ) C P(T j). Therefore, the subclass relationship to Tj _Area gives

A_Area all the properties that the relationship with T i _Area would provide. Due to
this, the subclass link between A_Area and Ti _Area is omitted. •
Since all concepts (except for Entity) have superconcepts, r A 's parents will
probably have their own parents, and so the subclass relationships of the schema will
branch upward in a DAG structure until they reach the class Entity_Area representing
the top area (i.e., "Entity" area) of the CV.

Figure 2,4 Area classes corresponding to the three areas in Figure 2.3
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In Figure 2.4, we show the three classes that represent the areas from Figure 2.3.
A class is drawn as a rectangle; its intrinsic attributes are listed inside beneath its
name. A subclass relationship is denoted as a bold arrow directed upward from the
subclass to its superclass, and a relationship is represented by a labeled thin arrow.

One final aspect of the OODB that warrants special consideration is the representation of the CV's IS-A hierarchy. We have already used this feature and, more
specifically, its inheritance mechanism to derive the subclass relationships of the
schema. However, it is still required that the individual concepts themselves (at the
instance-level of the OODB) be connected to their parents (and vice versa). This can
be done by once again noting that all concepts in the CV, except for the root, have
parents. Thus, we equip all concepts with two additional generic relationships, "hassuperconcept" and "has-subconcept," which connect a concept to its parents and
children, respectively. Within the semantic network, these relationships can be seen
as being defined by Entity and therefore inherited by every other concept. Following
that, they are defined reflexively at the root class Entity_Area of the OODB schema.
If, in the original CV, concept v IS-A w, then, in the OODB, the object representing
w is a referent of v with respect to the has_superconcept relationship; conversely, v

is a referent of w via has_subconcept.
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Because the direct extension of a class in the OODB schema is precisely one
area, we refer to it as an area class. Overall, the schema comprises a collection of
area classes. Since it is an abstraction of the property definitions and accompanying
inheritance that occur within a CV as modeled by a semantic network, we call this
kind of schema a network abstraction schema.

It is important to point out that the area-partitioning described above does not
lead to a proliferation of classes in the OODB schema. There are two major reasons
for this: (a) Typically, there is a small number of properties in a CV compared to
the total number of concepts; and (b) The "uniqueness of property introduction"
rule. Due to the latter, one does not find redundant property introductions strewn
throughout the CV. Since property-introducing concepts always start new areas,
this helps keep their numbers down.
Point (a) is, fortunately, a general characteristic of CVs which stems from the
fact that they are definitional structures rather than dynamic data stores. In the
InterMED, 2 there are only 51 distinct properties for a total of about 2,500 concepts.
For the MED, the number is 150 properties for approximately 48,000 concepts. As
a consequence of this, very few concepts intrinsically introduce properties; most
properties are inherited. There are just 26 property-introducing concepts in the
InterMED and 57 in the MED. It is interesting to contrast this sparseness of
property introduction in a CV with the denseness of property introduction in a
typical OODB schema where at (almost) every class we expect to find the definitions
of new properties.
In Figure 2.5, we show the OODB schema for the InterMED in the case where
its intersection concepts (and their descendants) are omitted. It should be noted that
the subclass hierarchy of such a schema does not necessarily have a tree structure
2 As

of Fall 1996

Figure 2.5 Schema for the InterMED excluding intersection concepts
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because a property-introducing concept can have parents in many different areas.
The concept Chemical is an example. See the class Chemical_Area in the figure.

2.4 CVs with Intersection Concepts

The problem of identifying areas is made more difficult when intersection concepts
are present in the CV. Before formally defining what we mean by this notion, let us
give an illustration. In Figure 2.6, we show a more complex version of the CV excerpt
appearing in Figure 2.3. In the following, we will call two concepts ancestrally related
if there exists an ancestor/descendant relationship between them.
According to our specification of an area in terms of a property-introducing
concept given in the previous section, the concepts D, E, F, and G (enclosed in
a large box) should belong to the area rooted at B (i.e., area B) since they are
"between" it and one of its DPIDs, namely, H. However, on closer inspection, they
similarly belong to the area C. On the other hand, those concepts cannot belong
to area B [area C] since they have extra properties not in P(B) [P(C)] which they
inherit from C [B] . In fact, they make up a new area of their own, even though none
is a property-introducing concept. They obtain their properties via inheritance from
two other areas that are, in a sense, independent. Each of the concepts D and E can
be seen to lie at the juncture of some inheritance paths emanating downward from
the ancestrally unrelated property-introducing concepts B and C. For this reason,
we call D and E intersection concepts. While we could formalize this notion in terms
of IS-A paths, it is simpler to do it as follows.
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Figure 2.6 A more complex version of Figure 2.3 containing intersection concepts
D and E
Note that a concept having a single parent cannot be an intersection concept:
Its properties could only differ from its parent's if it intrinsically introduced some,
in which case it would be a property-introducing concept. Furthermore, at least two
of its parents must be from different areas. Another characteristic of intersection
concepts, that has bearing on the area-partitioning of the CV, is that two such
concepts having identical sets of properties (e.g., D and E) cannot be ancestrally
related.
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For CVs containing intersection concepts—e.g., the MED and the InterMEDthere are two different kinds of areas. The first, discussed in the previous section,
starts at a single property-introducing concept and extends downward until other
property-introducing concepts or intersection concepts are reached. The second kind,
defined below, is rooted in one or more intersection concepts and branches down in
an identical manner to that of the first kind. We will call the first kind of area a
property-introducing area; the second will be referred to as an intersection area. To

define these more precisely, we will need the following.
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The concepts e l , e 2 ,... , en will be called the roots of the intersection area
because each starts a portion of it. These portions may overlap. The name of the
area can be chosen arbitrarily (perhaps by the vocabulary administrator) from among
the n concepts. In Section 5.1, we will discuss possible naming conventions.
Referring back to Figure 2.6, we see that the four concepts, D, E, F, and G,
constitute an intersection area. Both D and E are intersection concepts and serve
as the roots of the area. The concepts F and G are not roots. Indeed, they are not
intersection concepts but happen to reside in an intersection area by dint of their
IS-A connections to intersection concepts.
In the InterMED, only 2 of its 2,500 concepts are intersection concepts. For
the MED, it is 1,332 out of 48,000. An example of an intersection concept in the
InterMED is Water whose parents reside in two areas: "Sampleable Entity" area
and "Chemical" area. An intersection concept from the MED is Chloramphenicol
Preparations whose parents belong to three areas, "Antihistamine Drugs," "Drug
Allergy Class," and "DEA Controlled Substance Category."
In the OODB schema, property-introducing areas are treated in the same
manner asas described previously. One property-introducing (area) class is created
for each property-introducing area. The properties and subclass relationships of the
class are determined by the area's root and its parents, respectively.
For an intersection area, a class [called an intersection (area) class] is defined
as we previously defined a property-introducing class for each property-introducing
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area. However, this class contains no intrinsic properties. Instead, it gets all its
properties via inheritance—just as its roots do.
The subclass relationships originating at an intersection class are once again
determined by the parents of a root. A subtlety that arises here comes from the fact
that the parents of one root may reside in areas different from those of the parents
of another root. Even so, the union of the parents' sets of properties with respect to
one root is always the same as the union with respect to any other. If not, the roots
would belong to different areas.

Figure 2.7 Parents of the roots of an intersection area residing in different areas

To illustrate this point, consider the six concepts, Q i through
Figure 2.7. Concepts

Q1, Q2,

Q6,

shown in

and Q3 introduce the attributes a, b, and c, respec-

tively, and therefore serve as the roots of three different property-introducing areas.
(In this simplified configuration, they are the only concepts in their respective areas.)
Q4

is an intersection concept possessing the properties a and b obtained via inher-

itance from its parents. The interesting aspect of the figure involves the concepts

Q5

and Q6. Both are intersection concepts and possess all three attributes, a, b, and c.
Therefore, they are roots of the same intersection area. However,
parents Qi

Q2

Q5

has the three

and Q3 residing in their own property-introducing areas. Concept

Q6 shares the parent Q3 with Q5 but has only one other parent Q4 which, as noted,
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is an intersection concept. To summarize, we see that the sets of parent areas of an
intersection area are not unique. They can differ with respect to its various roots.
Because of this, there are potentially many equivalent subclass configurations
(and, hence, OODB schemas) that can be used to represent such an intersection
area. The question is: Which of these should be chosen? Our answer is to select
the root whose parents collectively reside in the fewest areas and define the subclass
relationships with respect to those area classes. This minimizes the required number
of subclass relationships.
To demonstrate this, let us refer back to Figure 2.7. We would select the
relationships of the root Q6 for the intersection area containing both Q5 and Q6
because Q 6 's parents reside in two areas while Q 5's reside in three. The subclass
relationships for this intersection area class would be directed to two classes, one
representing the property-introducing area of concept Q3 and the other representing
the intersection area rooted at Q.
In general, the process of determining the subclass relationships for an intersection class is as follows. Let I be an intersection area and let r, be one of its roots
whose parents reside in the fewest different areas. 3 Moreover, let T1 , T2 , ... be
all the areas containing at least one of rI 's parents. Then the class I_Area, the intersection class for I, is defined as a subclass of T1 _Area, T2 _Area, through Tn _Area,
the respective area classes of T1 , T2 , ... , Tn .
As pointed out above, an intersection concept's parents must reside in at least
two different areas, so an intersection class will have at least two superclasses. This
demonstrates that the OODB schema, for this type of CV, will exhibit multiple
inheritance.
To illustrate the schema construction, we show the area classes for the areas
from Figure 2.6 in Figure 2.8. The ellipses indicate the omission of subclass
3 There

may be more than one such root. In that case, the choice is made arbitrarily.
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Figure 2.8 Area classes for the areas in Figure 2.6
relationships and additional classes that would appear in an expanded drawing.
The three classes, A_Area, B_Area, and C_Area, are defined as discussed previously.
Each is a property-introducing class. The class D_Area is an intersection class
representing the intersection area containing the four concepts, D, E, F, and G.
Both D and E are roots of the area and are thus viable designations for it. The
name D_Area was chosen because D appears first in a scan of the area. The class
does not have any intrinsic properties. It is a subclass of B_Area and C_Area because
D's parents (as well as E's) belong to the areas B and C. The last class H_Area is
a property-introducing class which introduces the attribute w and is a subclass of

D_Area.
In Figure 2.9, we show the entire InterMED-OOVR schema comprising a total
of 28 area classes and 30 subclass relationships. Of the 28 classes, 26 are propertyintroducing classes and 2 are intersection classes. One of the intersection classes is

Water_Area which is a subclass of Sampleable_Entity_Area and Chemical_Area. The

Figure 2.9 InterMED-OOVR schema
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other is Urine_Sodium_Test_Area which has the parents Single_Result_Lab_Test_Area
and Pharmacy_Items_Drugs_and_Nondrugs_Area.
The schema for the MED-OOVR contains 90 classes (57 property-introducing
classes, 33 intersection classes) and 134 subclass relationships. Due to its large size, it
is not convenient to show the entire schema graphically on one page. In Figure 2.10,
we show only the 57 property-introducing classes. In order to save space, we
have represented the property names as numbers. The corresponding property
names can be found in Table 2.1. Figure 2.11 contains all the property-introducing
classes (with all properties omitted) as well as the following six intersection classes:

Antihistamine_Drugs_Area, Chloramphenicol_Preparations_Area, Organism_Area,
Wuchereria_Bancrofti_Area, Black_Piedra_Area, and A bnormal_Finding_in_Body_Substance_Area. It should be noted that it is possible for one intersection class to be
a subclass of another intersection class. This is demonstrated by three of the intersection classes, Chloramphenicol_Preparations_Area, Wuchereria_Bancrofti_Area,
and Black_Piedra_Area. Moreover, Black_Piedra_Area is two levels below the intersection class Organism_Area. Note also that Chloramphenicol_Preparations_Area has
three parent classes.
An important aspect of our methodology is the compactness of the resultant
OODB schema. For the InterMED, which contains about 2,500 concepts, the schema
has merely 28 area classes—about an 80-to-1 reduction. The MED contains approximately 48,000 concepts and has a schema of around 90 classes—about a 500-to-1
ratio! Additionally, we find a slow growth rate for the schemas with respect to the
size of the source CVs. The content of the MED is nineteen times larger than that
of the InterMED, yet its schema is only about three times the size.
In [39, 41], we showed how the compactness of the schema helped a vocabulary
administrator uncover mistakes that had been introduced into the MED. We also
discussed how this representation can be used as a tool for comprehending the content

Figure 2.10 Property-introducing classes of MED-OOVR schema
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Table 2.1 Names of properties in Figure 2,10

Figure 2.11 Property-introducing and six intersection classes of MED-OOVR schema
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of a CV. In fact, deriving an OODB schema for a CV was helpful for us both by the
process and the result. The process of finding a schema gave us a source for asking
intelligent questions about the vocabulary, the answers to which added insights to
our comprehension of its knowledge content. The result, the schema itself, is a
knowledge-rich abstraction that allows us to split the comprehension process into
two steps. In the first step, a person studying the schema gets a good understanding
of the CV's overall structure. In the second step, a person using the schema as a road
map can then advance to studying selected areas of the CV in detail. In summary, a
schema adds a valuable layer of abstraction on top of the large and complex content
of a CV. We have built a program that utilizes this separation of CV and schema
along with what we call "analogical forms" to provide an enhanced interface to CVs
[31]. Using this program, a traversal of the CV can begin at the schema level and
continue until the proper class is identified; at that point, the traversal can proceed
at the concept level. Further abstraction of a CV can be achieved by partitioning
the set of concepts of an area class into smaller units, as suggested in [43].

2.5 Program for Generating the OODB Representation of a CV
We have used our methodology to transform two existing medical CVs, the InterMED
and the MED, into object-oriented representations. The methodology can be applied
not only to medical CVs but to any semantic network-based vocabulary, as long as
it satisfies the "uniqueness of property introduction" rule discussed earlier. Both
OODB representations, called, respectively, the InterMED-OOVR and the MEDOOVR, are currently up and running on top of the ONTOS DB/Explorer OODB
management system. The creation of each was done automatically by a program
called the OOVR Generator, which can be used to convert any source CV into its
equivalent OODB form.
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In this section, we describe the overall architecture of the OOVR Generator.
We will first present the assumed format of the source CV. We will then go on to
discuss the components of the OOVR Generator's functionality.

2.5.1 Format of the Source CV
Various CVs can be assumed to be stored in different formats on disk. However,
we will expect that a CV that is to be processed by our technique has a representation as a pair of text files, each having a specific syntax. If the desired source
CV does not conform to this requirement, then it will first need to be converted.
For this purpose, we include a Preprocessor module in the architecture of the OOVR
Generator (see Figure 2.12). This portion may need to be modified for different CVs.
To illustrate the necessary format, we will be referring to the InterMED, from which
it was originally gleaned. The MED also employs this representation.

Figure 2.12 Architecture of the OOVR Generator
The two text files making up the disk-resident format of a CV are referred to as
the Property Definition File (PDF) and the Concept Specification File (CSF). The
PDF describes all the attributes and relationship types of the CV. Every attribute
(or relationship type) is described by one line in the PDF. Each line is a triple whose
first component is the property's number, which is assigned to a property in order
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to simplify references to it. The second component is the property's name; the third
component is the number of the concept which introduces the property.

Figure 2.13 Excerpts of InterMED source files

There are 51 lines in the InterMED's PDF. Figure 2.13 (a) shows an excerpt
of the file.' Note that the fields of a line are separated by commas. The MED's PDF
contains 150 lines.
The second file, the CSF, describes all the details of the concepts' properties.
Each line denotes the value for one property of some concept. A line in this file is
also a triple. The first element is a concept number, uniquely identifying one of the
concepts in the CV. The second number is a property number which stands for one
of the relationship types or attributes and is therefore an index into the PDF. The
third element may be another number (for a different concept) denoting the referent
of a relationship. For an attribute, the third element is a primitive value, represented
as a string type.
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The InterMED's CSF contains over 32,000 lines of text. Figure 2.13 (b) shows
some of its entries. The line 37,2, "Inorganic Chemical" means that the concept
37 has the value "Inorganic Chemical" for the attribute name [property number 2
from Figure 2.13 (a)]. The entry 37,8,"C-10090" indicates that the SNOMED code
of Inorganic Chemical is "C-10090." The line 37,4,35 means that the concept
37, Inorganic Chemical, has the "IS-A" relationship (property number 4) to
concept 35, Chemical Viewed Structurally. The MED's CSF is quite a bit
larger than that of the InterMED because the MED contains about nineteen times
as many concepts having many more properties. In total, the MED's CSF has around
1,000,000 lines.
2.5.2 Architecture of the OOVR Generator
Figure 2.12 shows the overall architecture of the OOVR Generator. In the figure, we
are using the following graphical conventions. A box represents a program module.
A box with depth indicates that the module is generated by another module. The
creation of such a module A by another module B is depicted by a dashed arrow
from B to A. Ordinary arrows indicate the flow of data between modules either as
files (wavy boxes) or databases (cylinders).
As we see from the figure, the OOVR Generator consists of five modules:

Preprocessor, Schema Extractor, Program Generator, Concept Creator, and Property
Loader. The Preprocessor is the only module which, as noted above, is CVdependent. Hence, for a CV with a different file format than the InterMED, it would
need to be modified.
The Schema Extractor is the first module to process the source CV. Its task
is to carry out the area-partitioning and produce the appropriate OODB schema (as
described in the previous section). It takes as its input both the PDF and the CSF.
The output consists of two items, a "Concept/Area File" and the OODB schema for
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the OOVR. The Concept/Area File simply holds the mapping between the concepts
of the CV and the areas derived from the partitioning process. Effectively, it is a
two-column table, where the first column contains the concept names, and the second
holds the associated area (class) names.
Presently, the OODB schema created by the Schema Extractor is specified in
the DDL of the ONTOS system. Therefore, OOVR will be an ONTOS database. In
future work, we will update the Schema Extractor such that it will build a schema
specification in the portable Object Definition Language (ODL) proposed by the
Object Database Management Group (ODMG) [10]. This would make our software
independent of the back-end OODB system, which then could be any system that is
ODMG-compliant.
The Program Generator, as its name suggests, generates two architectural
modules (as marked by dashed arrows in Figure 2.12): the Concept Creator and
the Property Loader (drawn as boxes with depth). As we see, to do its work, the
Program Generator requires the OODB schema produced by the Schema Extractor.
Before describing why the Program Generator module is needed, let us discuss the
details of the two modules that it generates.
The Concept Creator and the Property Loader together populate the OOVR.
The Concept Creator first instantiates all concepts. That is, it creates one object in
the OOVR for each concept in the source CV. The class of each object is determined
by the Concept/Area File, which contains the concept-to-area mapping that we have
described in the previous section. Note that the OOVR database contains all its
concepts when the Concept Creator finishes, but none of those concepts has any
property values (as indicated by the "phantom" OOVR having the dashed cylinder
in the picture). This situation is rectified by the Property Loader which provides the
concepts with the values of all their attributes and relationships. It obtains these
from the CSF that comes directly from the Preprocessor stage. Let us note that
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the Concept Creator and the Property Loader include the OOVR Schema generated
by the Program Generator. In Figure 2.12, we indicate this by an arrow with label
"#include."
The reason that the process of populating the OOVR is divided into two steps
is because relationships are concept-to-concept (or object-to-object) references. In
order to establish a relationship at a given object, the referenced objects must already
exist. However, this may not be the case while the Concept Creator is carrying out
its task. Therefore, it is necessary to defer the establishment of relationships until
after all concepts have been created. So, in our architecture, Concept Creator first
creates all the objects, and then Property Loader connects them via the appropriate
relationships (and assigns their attribute values, as well).
The need for the Program Generator is dictated by the differences in structure
that one finds among CVs. While we have set forth general vocabulary characteristics in Section 1.2, different CVs will certainly exhibit diverse properties and
property introduction patterns. In other words, different CVs will have different
OODB schemas! Both the Concept Creator and the Property Loader utilize the
class definitions contained in the schema to perform their functions in the task of
populating the OOVR. The distinctions in the class definitions (e.g., the diversity
of class names, numbers of properties, and so on) from CV to CV require that the
declaration sections of both these modules be created anew for each source CV.
Fortunately, the modules' overall forms have been captured as templates, and the
process of generating them is automated. As mentioned above, this leaves only the
Preprocessor open to changes for different CVs.

CHAPTER 3
MODELING VOCABULARIES INTO STRUCTURALLY AND
SEMANTICALLY UNIFORM CONCEPT GROUPS
In this chapter, we first prove some formal characteristics of the OOVR representation. We then describe an algorithm for partitioning a CV into its areas. Two
navigation examples are then presented in Section 3.2. After that, we explain the
problems we encountered during browsing at multi-rooted intersection areas. Next,
we present the solution we developed to further partition multi-rooted intersection
areas. The result of this process is referred to as the singly-rooted representation. We
also state formal characteristics of the singly-rooted representation as theorems, and
present an algorithm for partitioning a multi-rooted intersection area. In the last
section, we apply the revised technique to the MED to produce the singly-rooted
MED OOVR.

3.1 Characteristics of Areas and the Structural OOVR Schema
The methodology presented in Chapter 2 organizes concepts into areas with the same
properties. Instances of each area class are structurally uniform. The areas and the
OOVR schema have several characteristics which can be stated formally. We proceed
now to prove several theorems regarding areas and the OOVR schema.
Lemma 1: A property-introducing concept is a root of its area. ❑
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Lemma 2: A root of a property-introducing area is a property introducing concept.

Proof: Assume to the contrary that a root r of a property-introducing area A is not

a property introducing concept. Let v be a property introducing concept contained
in A. Let p be a property introduced at the concept v. By Lemma 1, v is also a root
of A. Since r is a root of A, it is not a descendant of v, and thus it does not have

Proof: Since a CV is a DAG without cycles, areas contain induced subgraphs' [20]

of the CV. Each subgraph is also a DAG since it contains no cycle. The roots of
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Corollary 1: The number of property introducing areas is equal to the number of
property introducing concepts. 0

Corollary 2: The number of property introducing areas is bounded by the number
of different properties defined for the vocabulary.

0

Proof: By Corollary 1 and the uniqueness of property introduction rule, there is
at most one property introducing area for each property. Note that when several
properties are introduced at the same concept, there is only one corresponding area
introducing them. In such a case, the number of property-introducing areas will be
smaller than the number of different properties in the vocabulary.
Remark: An intersection area can have multiple roots. Figure 3.1 shows such an
example. Concepts in one box have the same set of properties. In this example,
intersection area D_Area has two roots.

Lemma 5: There are only property-introducing and intersection areas. That is,
every concept of the vocabulary either belongs to a property-introducing area or an
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Figure 3.1 Four areas of a CV.
Theorem 2: A vocabulary is partitioned into disjoint areas which are either
property-introducing areas or intersection areas. ❑
Proof: Areas are disjoint by definition. By Lemma 5, every area is either a propertyintroducing area or an intersection area. m
Below, we show the algorithm to partition a CV into its respective areas, which
is supported by the theoretical framework presented. This algorithm is designed in a
top-down manner to process concepts in a CV. It takes a CV as an input and returns
a set of areas. An area will be named after a concept which is a property-introducing
concept or a first encountered intersection concept. We refer to these concepts as
"naming concepts."
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In the algorithm, A y will denote a set of concepts, each of which has the same
set of properties, with v as its naming concept. S is a set which holds all naming
concepts. A_Set is a set of A. At the end of the partitioning process, A_Set will
be returned to the function's caller. Each element v in S will later be used to name
an area with the format v_Area. Every element v in S will have an associated set
A v in A_Set. Every concept v has an associated counter for unprocessed parents
which is denoted as "p-counter[v]." This algorithm uses two auxiliary functions:
"Num_parents_of" and "Is_proper_introducing." The function Num_parents_of takes
a concept as input and returns the number of its parents. Is_property_introducing
is a predicate that takes a concept as input and returns "true" if it is a propertyintroducing concept and "false" otherwise. Note that statements with the same
indentation are considered to be in the same block. A concept can be processed only
if its parents have been processed. Therefore, initially the root of a CV is ready to
be processed.
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Note 2: It is possible that this intersection area might already have been identified

by a previous intersection concept visit; so it is necessary to check the elements of
S to determine whether this is the first time a concept with this particular property

set has been visited.
As an example, let us illustrate the construction of a set A_Set constituting an
intersection area with multiple roots. Suppose the first concept of the intersection
area D Area in Figure 3.1. to be processed is D. We create a set AD with D as its first
element. Later, we will visit the concept E, the other root of this area. We compare
its property set to that of the concepts {A, B, C, DI in the set S of naming concepts.
The sets of properties of concepts A, B, and C do not match the property set of
E, but that of D does match. Therefore, instead of creating a new set, representing

a new area, E will be inserted into the existing set AD. When E is processed, the
p-counter of G is reduced from 1 to 0, and G is inserted into the queue. Later on,
when G is deleted from the queue, it has only one parent E, and thus is added to
set AD.
In Section 2.3 and Section 2.4, we described how to generate the OODB (or
OOVR) schema from areas. It is important to note the difference between the CV's
IS-A hierarchy and the subclass hierarchy of the OODB schema, though, to be sure,
the latter is derived from the former. An IS-A link between two concepts in the CV
indicates that one is a subconcept (or, vice versa, a superconcept) of the other. A
subclass connection between a pair of area classes in the schema denotes the fact that
the set of properties exhibited by the concepts of the child area is a superset of the
set of properties exhibited by the concepts in the parent area. Of course, as we have
just discussed, the CV's IS-A hierarchy does appear in its entirety at the instancelevel of the OOVR represented by the relationship IS A defined at Entity_Area. The
-

IS-A hierarchy of a CV is by definition acyclic. The following theorem shows that
the OODB schema derived from it is also acyclic and hence is valid.
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Figure 3.2 Cycle does not exist in an OOVR schema.
Theorem 3: An OOVR schema is acyclic.
Proof: Suppose to the contrary that the OOVR schema contains a directed cycle.
Each class in the schema contains more properties than any of its superclasses, either
by introducing a new property (introducing class) or by inheriting properties from

Overall, the OOVR schema provides a structural abstraction of the underlying
network of the CV. Concepts with like properties are grouped into areas which in
turn are modeled as object classes; the concepts themselves become the objects of the
OODB. Note that we refer to this kind of schema as a network abstraction schema
[69].

Figure 3.3 The schema of the InterMED OOVR
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It is important to point out that this schema represents a substantial reduction

in size from the original CV. In Figure 3.3, we show the OOVR schema of the
InterMED with 2,820 concepts. Compared with the one we used in Chapter 2, this
version of the InterMED has about 400 more concepts in it. Its schema contains only
39 area classes and 9 of them are intersection classes (below the dashed line). This
schema is displayed on one page and can be utilized to understand the structure and
content of the InterMED.

3.2 Navigation Examples

In this section, we demonstrate how the schema helps to speed up the traversal of a
vocabulary.
Suppose that a user wants to search for some information in the InterMED,
but does not know the name of the concept for which the information is desired. For
example, suppose a user looks for a drug which treats fever and coughing for children.
While the user does not remember the names of such drugs, he may recognize them
when he encounters them. For this, the user needs to traverse the hierarchy of the
InterMED, using his knowledge about the target to guide his choices at different
levels of the hierarchy.
By combining the InterMED and the OODB schema of the InterMED into one
system, we enable a combined two level traversal, which is faster than a traversal
of the InterMED itself. The depth of the InterMED hierarchy is 11 which is much
larger than the depth of the OODB schema which is 4. Instead of traversing the
InterMED hierarchy through its many levels, we recommend a better approach. One
can traverse the OODB schema until the proper class, say, X_Area is identified. A
user will more easily be able to do this, rather than browse the vocabulary itself, as
he only needs to make a very general judgment about whether the concept that he is
looking for fits into the given class or not. At this point, the user needs to switch to
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the part of the InterMED hierarchy which contains only the concepts which belong
to the class X_Area. The traversal runs through the levels of this subhierarchy until
the desired concept is recognized (or its absence is noted).
This traversal is shorter since the number of traversing steps is bounded by
the sum of the depth of the OODB schema and the subhierarchy of the InterMED
belonging to the class X_Area. Furthermore, the traversal is also faster, since the
number of subclasses of a class in the OODB schema is typically much smaller than
the number of children of a concept in the InterMED. As

a traversal very often

requires scanning through a list of children and choosing one of them, traversal
is easier at the schema level. This will also improve traversal speed. To give an
intuitive analog, think about driving on a major highway to reach a target. Usually,
after exiting the highway in the vicinity of the target, a person will need to travel on
local streets to get to his goal. Using the schema is like driving on a highway, while
traversing the InterMED hierarchy is comparable to driving on local roads.
Let us demonstrate the example traversal: looking for a drug which treats fever
and coughing for children. We will list a sequence of InterMED concepts. For each
concept, we list the number of children it has inside parentheses next to it. The
user needs to scan this list to pick one child at every step of the traversal. We
traverse through Entity (15), the root of the InterMED, Pharmacy Items (drugs
and non drugs) (2), Formulary Drug Items (31), Central Nervous System
Agents (8), Analgesics And Antipyretics (4), Opiate Agonists (15), Codeine
Preparations (6), Acetaminophen/Codeine Preparations (2), finally leading
to the target Acetaminophen/Codeine Elixir Preparations. The traversal of
this path of 9 concepts requires the user to scan a total of 83 children.
Now we will contrast the above traversal by looking at the same problem
using the OODB schema of the InterMED. We start with the root class of the
schema, Entity_Area (23). (The number inside the parentheses is the number
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of subclasses of the class in the schema.) The traversal path from Entity,
Area is Pharmacy_Items_Drugs_And_Nondrugs_Area (3) and Acetaminophen_:

Codeine_Tablet_Preparation_Area (0). For the choices made see the schema in

Figure 3.3. Since Acetaminophen_Codeine_Tablet_Preparation_Area is an intersection class which contains only 4 root instances, we can easily find the concept
Acetaminophen/Codeine Elixir Preparations.

This traversal uses 3 classes with a total of 26 subclasses and 4 concepts. The
total number of items to be scanned (26+4=30) is much smaller than the 83 required
before.
In previous work [68], we have designed and built an interface to OOVRs
that exploits their dual levels: The schema level and the concept level. Using this
interface, a user can more readily traverse a CV to locate desired concepts or simply
gain a general orientation.

3.3 Inadequacy of the Multi-Rooted OODB Modeling
3.3.1 Browsing Multi-rooted Intersection Areas

The traversal at the schema level is very effective when all areas are singly-rooted.
In such a case, the root concept subsumes all other concepts in the area and conveys
the area's general semantics. For that reason, it is reasonable to use the root at the
schema level as the name of the class. However, only property-introducing areas are
guaranteed to be singly-rooted.
Traversals in the context of multi-rooted intersection classes may not proceed so
smoothly. This is because the name of the class is chosen arbitrarily from among the
roots. Instead of conveying the general semantics for the whole area, the chosen root
may capture only the essence of the concepts which are its descendants. But some
concepts in the area—aside from the other roots—may not even be descendants of
that root, but of other roots. Arbitrarily selecting one root tends to hide the existence
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of the other roots and their respective descendants. In fact, the roots may be very
dissimilar from the viewpoint of semantics. Grouping them together was the result
of a structural similarity. In that circumstance, it is certainly legitimate to question
whether those concepts should have been grouped together in the first place.

Figure 3.4 (a) Three areas including an intersection area (in the bottom box); (b)
their OOVR schema
As an example, let us look at the multi-rooted intersection area shown in
Figure 3.4 (a), which was gleaned from the MED. Overall, Figure 3.4 (a) contains
six concepts. ICD9 Disease belongs to ICD9_Element_Area and Disease or
Syndrome belongs to Disease_or_Syndrome_Area (see Figure 3.4 (b)). The concepts
Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction and Neoplasm are children of both ICD9
Disease and Disease or Syndrome. They have the same structure and thus
are roots of the same intersection area, Mental_or_Behavioral_Dysfunction_Area.
Actually, in the MED, there are 29 root concepts in total for this intersection area!
These include such concepts as Infectious Disease, Disorder of Circulatory
System, Disorders of Nervous System, etc. According to Section 3.1, our
mapping method randomly chooses one of them to be the naming concept. In
this example, the concept Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction has been selected
(Figure 3.4 (b)). However, one could just as easily have selected any of the other 28
concepts.
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One will note that there is almost no similarity between the concepts Mental
or Behavioral Dysfunction and Neoplasm, even though they have wound up in

the same area. These two concepts really represent two different semantics. With
Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction as the area's name, it is hard to imagine that
Neoplasm also belongs there. In other words, the schema diagram does not provide

a useful abstraction for assisting users in browsing the multi-rooted intersection areas
of the CV.
3.3.2 Establishing Subclass Relationships for Intersection Area Classes

We have discovered an additional problem in the modeling of multi-rooted intersection areas. Our mapping method does not produce a well defined pattern for the
IS-A links that traverse the boundaries of such areas. There are several equivalent
modeling alternatives that properly capture the structure of the areas, but none of
these is sufficient for the network interrelationships. This makes it difficult to fully
comprehend these features via the OOVR schema. Figure 3.5 shows an example of
this problem.

Figure 3.5 (a) CV excerpt; (b) its OOVR schema with subclass relationships from

Area omitted
Figure 3.5 (a) contains eleven concepts where only the top three, P, Q, and R,
introduce new properties a, b, and c, respectively. Concepts S, T, and U have several
parents which reside in different property-introducing areas and thus should belong
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to intersection areas. In fact, they should be roots of three different intersection areas
since their property sets are different. Concepts V and W differ from concepts S,
T, and U in that one of their parents resides in an intersection area while the other
resides in a property-introducing area. However, V and W have the same property
set as U. Our mapping method groups the concepts U, V, W, X, Y, and Z into
the same intersection area. In Figure 3.5 (b), we temporarily call this intersection
area _AREA.

Figure 3.6 Alternative schemas for the areas in Figure 3.5 (a)
Now, there is a problem with defining correct subclass relationships for _AREA.
(Thus, they have been omitted from Figure 3.5 (b).) Consider the concept V: it
has concepts S and R as parents. Thus, we name that area V_AREA and one
may define V_AREA's subclass relationships to point to the classes S_AREA and

R_AREA (Figure 3.6 (a)). However, the absence of a relationship between V_AREA
and T_AREA may mislead the user into thinking that there is no IS-A link between
any concepts of these two areas. Actually, W IS-A T. A similar problem arises if
W's IS-A links are used to establish _AREA's subclass relationships.
Consider the concept U: it has parents P, Q, and R. Thus, we might name
that area U_AREA to be a subclass of P_AREA, Q_AREA, and R_AREA (as in
Figure 3.6 (b)). This schema might lead users to believe that there are no IS-A links
between concepts in U_AREA and those in S_AREA or T_AREA. Here, though, V
IS-A S and W IS-A T.
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Figure 3.7 Another alternative schema for Figure 3.5 (a)
Another alternative is to define U_AREA's subclass relationships to mirror all
IS-A relationships of its roots. In other words, we select only one root to name the
area, but use all roots to establish the subclass relationships. For each such root x,
we would define subclass relationships from U_AREA to all area classes containing
a parent of x. Using this approach, we obtain a set of parent classes for U_AREA
which is the union of the parent classes from the alternatives considered above. In
the schema of Figure 3.7, U_AREA has 5 parent area classes. The five subclass
relationships from U_AREA can be misleading to users. We do not know which
relationship originated from which root. Furthermore, that same schema would be
generated if there existed a single root in U_AREA having five superconcepts in the
areas P_AREA,... T_AREA. Thus, this alternative is not desirable, either.
All these choices are structurally equivalent since the resulting property sets
for U_AREA are the same. One can use any of these schemas to properly capture
the properties of all the concepts. However, what has been lost is the adequacy of
the OODB schema in modeling the interrelationships of the concepts in the original
CV network.
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3.4 Revised OODB Modeling of Intersection Areas
3.4.1 Dividing a Multi-rooted Intersection Area into Singly-rooted
Partial Areas

The two problems that were presented in Section 3.3: browsing and establishing
SUBCLASS_OF relationships problem, arise from placing concepts of various
semantics in a single intersection area and its corresponding area class. Recall
that, in general, an OODB class is a construct that gathers together objects that
share the same structure (set of properties) and semantics. In our mapping method,
most of the area classes satisfy this condition. Certainly, the structural aspect is
satisfied by all area classes. Property-introduction area classes are semantically
cohesive due to their unique roots, which capture the general interpretation of all
their constituent concepts, and provide the areas' names. The same can be said for
an intersection class having a single root. However, the synchronization of structure
and semantics breaks down for multi-rooted intersection areas. All concepts of such
an area have the same structure but not necessarily the same semantics because some
concepts may be descendants of one root and not directly related at all to another
root. It is unlikely that any single root provides appropriate "root" semantics for
the entire area.
To preserve the ordinary interpretation of OODB classes as having objects with
the same structure and semantics, and indeed to support effective CV access via the
OOVR schema, we need to further partition a multi-rooted intersection area into
separate singly-rooted partial areas. Once this is accomplished, the intersection area
class can be replaced by a number of classes that have these partial areas as their
respective extensions. This will ordinarily lead to the situation where several classes
in the schema have the same structure, but that is not forbidden by the OODB
paradigm. In the following subsection, we present a technique for carrying out this
additional partitioning task.
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3.4.2 Partial Areas of an Intersection Area
It is natural to place roots of a multi-rooted intersection area into different partial
areas, since each root represents a distinct semantic. However, concepts may be
descendants of more than one root. In such a case, they also represent distinct
semantics. Thus, we create new partial areas for these kinds of concepts. Note that
these newly created partial areas are considered distinct semantics groups as well.
Therefore, concepts which are descendants of the roots of more than one distinct
semantic group are also considered as defining new semantics in a recursive process.
In order to describe the partial areas into which a multi-rooted intersection
area is partitioned, we will need some new definitions. Before getting to these, let us
introduce some preliminary terminology. We will be using the term "path" to exclusively denote an upward path of IS-A links from some concept in the CV to one of its
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The role of the articulation concepts in a multi-rooted intersection area is
corresponding to the role of the naming concepts in the vocabulary (see Function
Group_Concept in Section 3.1). They are the concepts chosen to be roots of and

name partial areas as the naming concepts were chosen to be roots of and name areas
in a CV.
Definition 11: (Direct Articulation Descendant [DARD]): Let v and w be

articulation concepts (in I) such that Desc(w, v). The concept w is called a direct
articulation descendant (DARD) of v if there exists a path from w to v that does
not contain another articulation concept.
With the definitions of articulation concept and DARD now in place, we can
define the partial areas into which a multi-rooted intersection area is partitioned.
Each intersection area will be divided into several partial areas (or p-areas, for short).
Definition 12: (P-area): A p-area (within an intersection area I) is a set of

concepts containing an articulation concept v and all of v's descendants (within I)
excluding its DARDs and their respective descendants. ED
Again, it is important to note that a p-area will contain a single articulation
concept which will be the p-area's one and only root. Any descendants that are also
articulation concepts will define new p-areas. As with the areas of the CV overall,
the root concept is used as the name of the p-area.
Let us now demonstrate the above formalism in the partitioning of two
example multi-rooted intersection areas from a CV. The first one is X area shown
in Figure 3.8, where the areas M and N are also shown. Note that X area has three
roots. Its p-areas appear in Figure 3.9.
If there is no overlap among the descendants of the roots (intersection concepts)
of a multi-rooted intersection area, then the only articulation concepts are the roots
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Figure 3.8 Intersection area with three Figure 3.9 The intersection area's proots
areas
themselves. This is, in fact, the case with the intersection area of Figure 3.8. In
such a situation, every concept within the area is neatly grouped together with the
unique root that is its ancestor. As a result, these groups form the p-areas of the
original multi-rooted intersection area. Every p-area is singly-rooted.

Figure 3.10 Multi-rooted intersection Figure 3.11 Partial areas for intersection area in Figure 3.10
area with descendant overlap
The partitioning becomes more complex when the descendants of the intersection concepts overlap and create additional articulation concepts. That case is
demonstrated by the intersection area A shown in Figure 3.10. This area has four
roots: A, B, C, and D. By Definition 10, these are articulation concepts. The
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concepts E, F, H, and I are also articulation concepts. The eight p-areas for this
intersection area are given in Figure 3.11 by dashed links.
It is interesting to note that the concept G is not an articulation concept even
though it has paths without articulation concepts to the independent articulation
concepts B and C. However, the articulation concept E lies on a path from G to B
(and also on a path from G to C). Thus, G is not an articulation concept and, in
fact, belongs to the p-area rooted at E. This relies on 2.(b) of Definition 10. For
the same reason, the concept J is not an articulation concept. It, too, belongs to E's
.

p-area.
In the following, we prove that the p-areas partition the multi-rooted intersection area.
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articulation concept r k to exclude v from the p-area P1 . Repeating this n times, we
can form a sequence with n 1 articulation concepts starting at r i . Each concept
in this sequence is a descendant of its predecessor. However, by assumption, v has
only n articulation ancestors. Therefore, some concept must appear more than once
in the sequence. This implies there is a cycle in the IS-A hierarchy of the CV—a
contradiction.

Lemma 8: P-areas are disjoint. 0
Proof: If v is an articulation concept, then by Definition 12, it is the root of a p-area
of its own.
Assume to the contrary that a non-articulation concept v belongs to two pareas X and Y, rooted at r x and r y , respectively. Since v belongs to the p-area X,
then by Definition 12 there is no path from v to r, which contains other articulation
concepts. Similarly, since v belongs to the p-area Y, there is no path from v to r y
which contains other articulation concepts. Note that the roots r x and r y must be
independent concepts. Otherwise, if r x is a descendant of r y , then by Lemma 6, v
does not belong to p-area Y rooted at r y . Similarly , r y cannot be a descendant of
r x . But by Definition 10, if concept v has two independent articulation concepts

ancestors r x and r y such that no path from v to r x or r y contains another articulation concept, then v itself is an articulation concept—a contradiction. ■
Lemmas 7 and 8 together give us:

Theorem 4: The p-areas of a multi-rooted intersection area partition the area. 0
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rooted at v. PA_Set is a set of A v 's. At the end of the partitioning process, PA_Set
will be returned to the caller. Every concept v has an associated counter for "unprocessed parents" which is denoted as "p-counter[v]." This algorithm uses one auxiliary
function "Num_parents_of" which takes a concept v and a multi-rooted intersection
area I as input, and returns the number of v's parents in I. Art[v] contains the
root of the p-area that v belongs to. Statements with the same indentation are in
the same block. Unlike the algorithm introduced in Section 3.1, all concepts within
a multi-rooted intersection area I have the same set of properties. Therefore, we
cannot use the previous algorithm to find p-areas in I. Similar to the algorithm
introduced in Section 3.1, we use a top-down process to find p-areas in I. A concept
can be processed only if its parents have been processed. Therefore, initially all roots
of a multi-rooted intersection area are ready to be processed.
set_of_p-areas FUNCTION P-AREA_Partition(area I ):
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Note 1: By Theorem 4, v must belong to one p-area. In this case, v is not an

articulation concept. Concept v will belong to a p-areas, say Q_PArea, rooted at u
which is a descendant of all other elements in R_Set. In this case we can always find
such an element u in R_Set since R_Set has more than one element, there are no
two independant concepts, and a CV is acyclic.
Let us use Figure 3.11 to illustrate the partitioning process of a certain intersection area. Assume the roots of this area were inserted into the queue in the
following order: A, B, C, and D. When we process concept M (dequeue it from Q),
we will generate a set R_Set with one element art[B] (equal to B). Since there is
only one element in R_Set, M will be inserted into AB and art[M] will be assigned
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B. Next, we are decreasing the p-counters of M's children by one. We insert F

and N into the queue since their p-counters are zero. When we process concept F,
the R_Set of F will have two elements, A and B, which are art[A] and art[M],
respectively. Since A and B are independent, F is an articulation concept. It will be
inserted into a new set AF. The variable art[F] will be assigned F. For processing
concept G, the algorithm will generate R_Set with three elements: art[N] = B,
art[K] E, and art[L] = C. Since E is a descendant of both B and C, G will not

be considered an articulation concept. Instead, G will be inserted into the p-area
rooted at E. In other words, G will be inserted into AE, and art[G] will be assigned
E.
3.4.3 The Revised OOVR Schema

After a multi-rooted intersection area is partitioned into its respective p-areas, the
portion of the OOVR schema that captures it can be defined. Instead of defining a
single area class to represent the entire intersection area, a separate class is defined
for each of its p-areas. Such a class is called a p area class. As with the original
-

intersection class, the p-area classes do not intrinsically define any properties of their
own; all are obtained via inheritance. Again, it is important to note that the p-area
classes are intended as concept representations that promote better dissemination
of the semantics of the underlying CV. Their purpose is not to capture structural
aspects, which in fact was done properly by the original monolithic intersection class.
The growth of the size of the schema is not a concern in the inclusion of the p-area
classes.
The subclass relationships of a p-area class are defined with respect to the
parentage of the (unique) root in a manner analogous to that for an area class.
The schemas for the intersection areas of Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.10 are shown,
respectively, in Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13. Note that the name of a p-area class is
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Figure 3.12 Schema for intersection area Figure 3.13 Schema for intersection
in Figure 3.8
area in Figure 3.10
created by adding the suffix "PArea" to the end of the root's name. In Figure 3.12, we
see three p-area classes (along with two area classes) and six subclass relationships.
Figure 3.13 has eight p-area classes and nine subclass relationships.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.14 (a) P-areas for Figure 3.5 (a); (b) the classes for those p-areas
Overall, the partitioning of multi-rooted intersection areas into p-areas that
comprise singly-rooted DAG structures provides a better abstraction level for
browsing and searching the CV. In addition, this enhanced partitioning of the
CV solves the problem of establishing informative subclass relationships in the
OOVR schema. That is, these subclass relationships more properly reflect the IS-A
relationships which cross p-areas of the underlying CV. In Figure 3.14 (a), we show
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the p-areas for the CV excerpt which appeared in Figure 3.5 (a). Its schema appears
in Figure 3.14 (b).

Figure 3.15 Cycle does not exist among p-area classes in the OOVR schema.

Theorem 5: There are no cycles in the singly-rooted schema containing singly
rooted area classes and p-area classes. ❑
Proof: Suppose to the contrary that the schema contains a cycle of SUBCLASS_OF
relationships. Classes represent p-areas or areas. Both kinds are singly rooted classes
since multi-rooted intersection classes were replaced by singly rooted p-area classes.
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Table 3.1 Multi-rooted intersection classes in the OOVR schema for the MED

3.5 Applying the Revised Mapping to an Existing CV
In this section, we will apply our revised modeling approach to an existing OOVR
that contains multi-rooted intersection classes [69]. The OOVR was originally
obtained from the MED 1996 version [121, which contains about 48,000 concepts
and 61,000 IS-A links. The OOVR's original schema consisted of 90 area classes:
53 property-introducing classes and 37 intersection classes. Of the 37 intersection
classes, 14 are multi-rooted. Each of these is listed in Table 3.1 along with its
number of roots and number of constituent concepts. The average number concepts
of these of classes is 1,975. Note that the number of concepts belonging to such a
class can be huge. For example, Class 2 in Table 3.1 contains 29 roots and 19,364
concepts.
In Table 3.1, there are nine classes where the descendants of the various
roots form disjoint sets. One of them is Class 1, BODYSUBSTANCE_AREA,
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which has two roots, Body Substance and Cell, and a total of 106 concepts
(Figure 3.16). Due to the disjointness, the only articulation points in the area
are the roots. Thus, applying our revised modeling approach, we get two p-area
classes BODY_SUBSTANCE_PAREA and CELL_PAREA in the new schema which
;

replace BODY_SUBSTANCE_AREA in the old schema. Both p-area classes have
the superclasses MEASURABLE_ENTITY_AREA and PHYSICAL_ANATOMIC_

-

ENTITY_AREA (Figure 3.17). The other eight classes having disjoint descendants
of their roots are 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, and 14.

The remaining classes in Table 3.1 have roots whose descendants overlap. One
of them is Class 12, OPERATING_ROOM_VITALSIGNS_AREA, which has three
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Table 3.2 P-area classes in singly-rooted MED-OOVR schema

roots, Operating Room Vital Signs, Operating Room Anesthesia Observations, and Operating Room Airway Anatomy Observations, and a total
of 96 concepts (Figure 3.18). This class has four articulation concepts, three of
which are the roots. The other is Anesthesia Airway Anatomy Observations, a
descendant of both Operating Room Anesthesia Observations and Operating
Room Airway Anatomy Observations (Figure 3.18). The four p-area classes
which supplant the original intersection class are shown in Figure 3.19.
Table 3.2 summarizes the results of applying the revised mapping to the MED.
Previously, we had fourteen multi-rooted intersection classes with 1,254 roots in
total. The new schema contains 1,489 p-area classes. Their average size is nineteen
concepts. This should be compared to the average size of 1,975 concepts of the
intersection classes that were replaced. This more detailed abstraction level provides
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a set of smaller and more manageable semantic units and facilitates better navigation

of the vocabulary.

CHAPTER 4
THE REVISED OOVR PRESENTATION WITH IS-A' SEMANTIC
RELATIONSHIPS
In Chapter 2, a methodology was introduced to map a CV into an OODB. The
mapping created what we call the OOVR system. During the process, an area
diagram was generated. We call this area diagram a "original area diagram," since
each area has a structure of a unique set of properties. The OOVR schema is referred
to as the original OOVR schema (or OOVR schema in short). Chapter 3 presented
the revised mapping methodology which generates a revised version of the OOVR,
including a singly-rooted schema. This process partitions some areas into "partial
areas." As we mentioned in the previous chapter, the singly-rooted schema overcomes
several inadequacies in our original mapping methodology.
However, there are several more problems that it does not address. Section 4.1
describes these problems with detailed examples. In Section 4.2, we present a
framework to resolve these problems. In Section 4.3, we demonstrate that this
framework properly handles the examples from Section 4.1. In Section 4.4, we exhibit
some interesting theoretical characteristics of the singly-rooted OOVR representation
with proofs.

4.1 Problems for Utilizing the OODB Paradigm to Model a CV
In this section, examples of three different kinds of problems are presented. In order
to understand these problems, we need to recall the nature of the OOVR (or singlyrooted) schema and how it is used. The OOVR schema is compact in size. It provides
an abstraction of a CV. Users (including the CV designers) can employ it as an aid in
performing their tasks more easily. Several browsing examples have been introduced
in the earlier chapters. Note that in order to perform the browsing, the links between
area classes, that is, the SUBCLASS_OF relationships, must reflect the correct IS-A
77
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configuration of the CV. Otherwise, the area diagrams will mislead the users. To be
specific, we need to define a browsing path on both the concept level and the area
(class) level.
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4.1.1 The Removing of the "Short Cut" Relationships

Let us consider the first kind of such problems due to the lack of representation of
IS-A relationships by the SUBCLASS_OF relationships. Figure 4.1 shows an excerpt
CV with areas described as boxes. Note that concepts w and x have the same set
of properties. These four concepts will generate three property-introducing areas as
shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 The original and singlyFigure 4.1 An example CV with a "short rooted schema for the CV shown in
cut" problem Figure 4.1

Note that the root z of the area Z_Area has parents in W_Area and Y_Area,
where Y_Area is a child of W_Area. Thus we will need to set SUBCLASS_OF
relationships from the Z_Area class to the W_Area class and Y_Area class. Also
the Y_Area class is SUBCLASS_OF the W_Area class. In such a case, the link
between the Z_Area class and the W_Area class is called a "short cut" relationship.
In general, a SUBCLASS_OF relationship from class A to class B is called a short
cut if there is a path of at least two SUBCLASS_OF relationships from A to B.
Referring to the SUBCLASS_OF relationship using family terminology, a short cut
is a parent link to an ancestor. In the OODB paradigm, it does not make any sense
to put a SUBCLASS_OF relationship from Z_Area to W_Area or at any short cut,
since the SUBCLASS_OF relationships are transitive by definition. Such links will
be removed from the OOVR schema (see Figure 4.2). In other words, there will not
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be a SUBCLASS_OF relationship between area classes Z_Area and W_Area. From
the view point of property inheritance, class Z_Area will have the correct property
set even without the "short cut" link in the schema. This omission will not have any
effect on property inheritance since class Z_Area inherits class W_Area's properties
via class Y_Area.
However, from the point of view of connection between areas, the removal of
such links results in some information loss. The resulting problems can be viewed
from two aspects. First, given a schema like Figure 4.2, there is no way we can tell
whether there was originally a short cut link or not. There is no such information in
the OOVR schema indicating whether we removed a short cut link or not. Second,
a schema like Figure 4.2 has no schema level browsing path parallel to the concept
level browsing path (w, x, z).

Figure 4.3 A "short cut" example from the MED
Figure 4.3 shows such an example from the MED. In this excerpt of the MED,
there are five classes: Health_Care_Activity_Procedure_Area, ICD9_Element_Area,

ICD9_Or_CPT_Procedure_Area, CPMC_Radiology_Term_Area, and Image_guided-
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_Interventional_Procedure_Area. Note that only a portion of their concepts are

shown in this picture. The root of Image_guided_Interventional_Procedure_Area,
Image-guided Interventional Procedure, has three parents: ICD9 (or CPT)
Procedure and CPMC Radiology Term and Therapeutic Or Preventive
Procedure. Due to the first two parents there are SUBCLASS_OF relationships
to their own areas. The link to the third parent is a "short cut" link. When we
browse this schema, we have no idea that concepts in Image_guided_Interventional_Procedure_Area have parents residing in Health_Care_Activity_Procedure_Area since

the SUBCLASS_OF relationship between these two areas was removed as a short
cut.
4.1.2 The Problem of "Missing" SUBCLASS_OF Relationships
Similar to "short cut" relationships, we have found that two unrelated area classes
may have subsumption (IS-A) relationships connecting their instances in the concept
level networks. This kind of inaccuracy makes the use of the OODB schema for
helping in browsing the controlled vocabulary less effective. We called this kind
of problem the "missing" SUBCLASS-OF relationships problem (or missing link
problem, for short).

Figure 4.4 A CV with a missing link problem
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An example of such a case is shown in Figure 4.4 which contains eight concepts,
A through H. The concepts A, B, C, D, and G are property-introducing concepts
and introduce attributes a, b, c, d, and g, respectively. The concepts E and F
are intersection concepts with property sets { a, b} and { e, d}, respectively. In
Figure 4.4, concepts within a box have the same set of properties and constitute an
area. Concepts G and H have the same property set { a, b, c, d, g}. Therefore, they
should reside in one area, named G_Area since G is the root of this area. By our
mapping method, the parent areas of the G_Area are the C_Area, the D_Area, and
the E_Area.

Figure 4.5 The singly-rooted schema of the CV shown in Figure 4.4
Since this example does not contain multi-rooted intersection areas, the original
and singly-rooted schema are the same (Figure 4.5). The schema shown in Figure 4.5
shows no relationship between the G_Area class and the F_Area class. However,
concept H in the G_Area class is a subconcept of concept F in the F_Area class, but
this subconcept relationship will not be represented in the area diagram and in the
schema, since concept H is not the root of its area. Thus there is no schema level
browsing path corresponding to the concept level browsing path (D, F, H) in the
schema Figure 4.5.
The OODB schema in Figure 4.5 is not incorrect from the perspective of
capturing property inheritance, since concepts are instances of the area classes with
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the correct property sets. The only problem is that when we use the OODB schema
as an abstract network diagram, the missing links may cause browsing difficulties.
Adding a SUBCLASS_OF relationship between G_Area and F_Area will create two
additional problems. First, it will create two short cut links in the schema (from
G_Area to C_Area and to D_Area). Short cut SUBCLASS_OF relationships should
not be in the schema. Second, if we define G_Area to be a SUBCLASS_OF F_Area,
the schema may mislead users regarding the fact that G IS-A F does not hold.
4.1.3 The Partitioning Boundary for Multi-rooted Intersection Areas

The missing link problem may also happen on the singly-rooted schema. In our
revised mapping methodology, multi-rooted intersection areas are further partitioned
into singly-rooted p-areas. This partitioning process is bounded within a certain
multi-rooted intersection area. Any IS-A links from an area pointing outside of this
area is ignored. In other words, the result of a further partitioning of a multi-rooted
intersection area will not be propagated to its descendant.
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Figure 4.6 shows such an example. Concepts A, B, and C introduce attributes
a, b, and c, respectively. Concepts x l , x 2 , y1

,

and y 2 are intersection concepts

(articulation concepts). Concepts with the same property set are in one block representing an area. The OOVR schema is shown in Figure 4.7. Via the SUBCLASS_OF relationships, each class will have a correct property set for its instances. For
example, class Y1 _Area has the property set {a, b, c} and class X1_Area has the
property set { a, 14. Note that since y 3 is not a root, X1 _Area is not a parent class of
Y1_Area. As we mentioned in the previous chapter, modeling a multi-rooted intersection area in such a way may pose problems when browsing the OOVR schema.
For example, the concept level browsing path (B, x 1 , y 3 ) has no parallel schema level
browsing path since there is no link from Y1 _Area to X1 _Area to represent the link
between concepts x 1 and y 3 .

Figure 4.8 The singly-rooted schema for the CV shown in Figure 4.6

Figure 4.8 shows the singly-rooted schema for Figure 4.6. The intersection area
X1 _Area has been partitioned into two p-areas: X1_PArea and X2 _PArea. Similarly
the intersection area Y1 _Area has been partitioned into two p-areas: Y1_PArea and

Y2_PArea. This schema still reflects the problem of misleading users into thinking
that between concepts of X1_PArea and Y1_PArea there are no IS-A relationships.
In spite of the revised modeling there is still no schema level browsing path to the
concept level browsing path (B, x 1 , y 3 ). Since x 1 is not in the same intersection area
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as y 3 , the IS-A relationships between them will not be considered when the p-area
diagram is generated. Therefore, concept y 3 will not be considered an articulation
concept.

Figure 4.9 An example CV with ten concepts three property-introducing concepts
and four intersection concepts

Figure 4.9 shows a more complicated, but interesting example. This example
is the same as in Figure 4.6 except that there are two extra concepts, x 3 and y 4 .
Concept x 3 has two parents: x 1 and x 2 ; concept y 4 has two parents: y 2 and y 3 .
Concepts within a block have the same set of properties. Figure 4.7 shows the
OOVR schema which did not change. The singly-rooted schema for this example
is shown in Figure 4.10. We can see that compared to Figure 4.8, there are two
extra p-areas, X3 _PArea and Y4_PArea. This is because, according to our definition,
concepts x 3 and y 4 are articulation concepts. However, concept y 3 is not an articulation concept because our methodology is bounded within a given intersection area.
The partitioning of a multi-rooted intersection area has no effect or representing
interconnection between its p-area to external areas or p-areas. Consequently, this
singly-rooted schema will still mislead users into thinking that the concepts in X3_PArea and the concept in Y d1_oPnAtharveeISa-Arlispbtwenhm.
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That, of course, is in this case, not true. Similar to the previous case, the concept
level browsing path (B, x 2 , x 3 , y 3 ) has no parallel schema level browsing path.
Actually, Figure 4.10 has a more serious problem which does not appear in a simple
CV like that of Figure 4.6. In this schema, there is no path between X3 _PArea and

Y4 _PArea. The roots of these two p-area classes are x 3 and y 4 , and they do have a
path connecting them in the concept network. In other words, y 4 is a descendant
of x4 . This missing path makes the singly-rooted schema modeling unsatisfactory.
While in Figure 4.8, we did not have a schema level browsing path to a concept
which is not a root of a p-area, in Figure 4.10, we do not have such a path even to
a concept which is a root of a p-area.

Figure 4.10 The singly-rooted schema for the CV shown in Figure 4.9
We can find many such examples in the singly-rooted MED OOVR schema.
This kind of problem usually involves 4 to 5 area (and p-area) classes. Again, we start
our explanation with the MED OOVR schema. Figure 4.11 shows such an example;
it is an excerpt of the MED OOVR schema. The bottom two classes are multi-rooted
intersection areas. Note that the class Symptoms_Involving_Digestive_System_Area is
not a parent of class Mental_Or_Behavioral_Dysfunction_Area. That is because the
concept Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction as well as the other roots of this area
do not have parents residing in Symptoms_Involving_Digestive_System_Area.
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Figure 4.11 An excerpt of the MED OOVR schema
Figure 4.12 shows some concepts of the classes shown in Figure 4.11. For
those two multi-rooted intersection areas, we show only some of their roots. The
class Mental_Or_Behavioral_Dysfunction_Area has 29 roots in total, and the class
Symptoms_Involving_Digestive_System_Area has 13 roots. Again, concepts within a

block have the same property set. The concept Unspecified Endocrine Disorder
is an ancestor (but not a parent) of the concept Diabetes Mellitus in this
area. There are three concepts between them, and each one of them has only a
single parent. The concept Diabetes Mellitus has another parent Factor Influencing Health Status residing in the Symptoms_Involving_Digestive_System_Area.
The concept Factor Influencing Health Status is a root of its intersection
area. Concept Diabetic Myopathy has two parents: Diabetes Mellitus and
Unspecified Disorder of Nervous System. According to our revised mapping
methodology, it will be considered an articulation concept.
If we apply our revised mapping methodology to the MED, the two intersection areas in Figure 4.12 will be partitioned into several p-areas. Figure 4.13
is an excerpt of the singly-rooted MED OOVR schema that reflects the concepts
shown in Figure 4.12. Note that the concept Diabetes Mellitus will not be
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Figure 4.12 The excerpt CV for the schema shown in Figure 4.11
considered an articulation concept since it has only one path to one intersection
concept, Unspecified Endocrine Disorder, in its multi-rooted intersection area.
The concept Factor Influencing Health Status is an intersection concept, but
this fact does not have any effect when we further partition the class Mental_Or_Behavioral_Dysfunction_Area in Figure 4.11. If Diabetes Mellitus is an articu-

lation concept, then we will use its IS-A configuration to define the parent of its
p-area. Unfortunately, because Diabetes Mellitus is not an articulation concept,
the p-area it belongs to will not have any information to indicate the IS-A link
between the concept Diabetes Mellitus and the concept Factor Influencing
Health Status. Note that the property sets of the concept Diabetes Mellitus and
the concept Unspecified Endocrine Disorder are identical and are a superset of
the property set of the concept Factor Influencing Health Status. Furthermore,
in Figure 4.13, there is no schema level browsing path between Factor_Influencing-
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_Health_Status_PArea and Diabetic_Myopathy_PArea. That makes the singly rooted
-

schema unsatisfactory since the concept Factor Influencing Health Status is
an ancestor of the concept Diabetes Mellitus and Diabetic Myopathy. The
singly-rooted schema still cannot overcome this kind of problem.

Figure 4.13 An excerpt of the singly-rooted schema for the CV shown in Figure 4.12

Section 3.3 shows two problems of multi-rooted intersection areas. Those
problems mainly occur when we browse the OOVR schema as an aid to comprehending the CV. Therefore, any missing SUBCLASS_OF relationship between two
classes may lead to misunderstandings. The problems we present in this section are
similar to the problem in Section 3.3.

4.2 IS - A' Semantic Relationship

The three problems that were presented in the previous section, the removing of the
short cut relationships, missing link problem, and partitioning boundary, arise from
the fact that the SUBCLASS_OF relationships connecting area classes in a schema
cannot fully reflect the IS-A relationships of all instances of a CV. Without a proper
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extra link to reflect IS-A relationships that are not captured by the SUBCLASS_OF
relationships, the OOVR schema is a less effective abstraction. To overcome these
problems, we define a new relationship IS-A' for the singly-rooted schema. The
SUBCLASS_OF relationships remain the same for the new schema.

The IS-A' relationship is a hierarchical semantic relationship. It is hierarchical
in nature, since it is derived from the hierarchical IS-A relationships of the CV. It
will be noted that the SUBCLASS_OF relationships are also derived from the ISA relationships of the CV. In contrast, when a class A is SUBCLASS_OF a class

B then for every instance of A, there is an IS-A relationship or a chain of IS-A
relationships in the CV leading to an instance of the class B. However, when A
IS-A` B, this only guarantees the existence of some instance or instances of A with
an IS-A relationship to some instance(s) of B. As we see, IS-A` models exceptional
cases in the vocabulary, e.g., an IS-A relationship from a non-root instance of class
A to a concept of class B where no root of A has such an IS-A relationship. Another
example is when one of the roots of a multi-rooted intersection class does not have
the connections to all the parent classes as the other roots. Thus, when the IS-A'
relationship is defined for a class, only some instances will have a value defined for this
relationship. The IS-A' relationships do not provide property inheritance between
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classes, as opposed to the SUBCLASS_OF relationships. The IS-A' relationships do
not satisfy transitivity, either. Our methodology performs the process of partitioning
multi-rooted intersection classes into singly-rooted intersection classes for each such
area separately. The result of the partitioning of a multi-rooted intersection area will
not have any effect on the partitioning process for another multi-rooted intersection
area. Otherwise, this process would be unnecessarily complex. Nevertheless the
problem of missing links that interrupt necessary browsing paths is handled by adding
the IS-A' relationship at a second stage.
Users can navigate the OOVR schema using IS-A' relationships as well. Hence,
the definition of schema level browsing path can be extended to include the IS-A'
relationships as follows.
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w, are represented by the two SUBCLASS_OF relationships which also support the
inheritance of the attributes a and b. Consequently, the schema of Figure 414 (b)
contains the mixed schema level browsing path (W_Area, Z_Area) parallel to the
concept level browsing path (w, x, z).

Figure 4.14 The singly-rooted schema with an IS-A' relationship (b) for the CV in
(a)
The missing link problem described in Section 4.1.2 can also be solved by
adding IS-A' relationships to the schema. Figure 4.15 (b) shows the singly-rooted
schema for the CV of Figure 4.15 (a) with an IS-A' relationship. Since G_Area IS-A'

F_Area, users are informed that some non-root concepts in G_Area have parents in
F_Area. With this IS-A' relationship, users can traverse from G_Area to F_Area or
vice versa. The schema of Figure 4.15 (b) contains the mixed schema level browsing
path (D_Area, F_Area, G_Area) parallel to the concept level browsing path (D, F,
H).
The problem of the partitioning boundary described in Section 4.1.3 can
also be solved by the IS-A' relationships. That is because, by definition, IS-A'
relationships are not restricted to one multi-rooted intersection area. In other
words, such a relationship can cross the boundary of a multi-rooted intersection
area. Figure 4.16 (b) shows the singly-rooted schema with IS-A` relationships for

Figure 4.1.5 The singly-rooted schema with an IS-A' relationship (b) for the CV in
(a)
the CV shown in Figure 4.16 (a). In Figure 4.16 (b), all the links between classes are
SUBCLASS_OF relationships, except for the IS-A' between X 1_Area and Y1 _Area.
With this relationship, users are made aware that there exists at least one pair of
concepts in these two classes connected by an IS-A relationship. For instance, the
schema of Figure 4.15 (b) contains the mixed schema level browsing path (._Area,
Xi _Area, Y1_Area) parallel to the concept level browsing path (B, x 1 , y 3 ).

Figure 4.16 The singly-rooted schema with IS-A' relationships (b) for the CV in
(a)
Figure 4.17 (b) shows the singly-rooted schema with IS-A' relationships for the
CV shown in Figure 4.17 (a). In this figure, there is only one IS-A' relationship, the
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Figure 4.17 The singly-rooted schema with an IS-A' relationship (b) for the CV in

(a)

Figure 4.18 (b) shows the singly-rooted schema with IS-A' relationships for
the CV shown in Figure 4.18 (a). The IS-A link between Diabetes Mellitus
and Factor Influencing Health Status is represented by the IS-A' relationship
between Unspecified_Endocrine_Disorder_Area and Physical_Finding_Area. This
IS-A' relationship represents an important connection between Factor_Influencing-
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_Health_Status_PArea and Diabetic_Myopathy_PArea. Without it, the singly rooted
-

schema is incorrect since Diabetic Myopathy IS-A Factor Influencing Health
Status is not reflected. In other words, the concept level browsing path (Factor
Influencing Health Status, Diabetes Mellitus, Diabetic Myopathy) has a
parallel mixed schema level browsing path (Factor_Influencing_Health_Status_PArea,
Unspecified_Endocrine_Disorder_Area, Diabetic_Myopathy_PArea).

Figure 4.18 The singly-rooted schema with IS-A' relationships for the CV in
Figure 4.12
With the IS-A' relationships, the singly-rooted schema not only solves thy
problems described in Section 4.1, but also exhibits several interesting properties.
In the next section, we prove some theorems pertaining to the singly-rooted schema
with IS-A' relationships. To summarize, with the addition of an IS-A' relationshir
in every place where a link was missing in the schema, we create a mixed schema
level browsing path for every concept level browsing path in the CV.
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4.4 Properties of a Revised OOVR Schema with IS-A' Relationships

In this section, we exhibit some interesting theoretical characteristics of the singlyrooted OOVR representation. We will be stating a number of these as theorems and
lemmas, along with proofs. The family terms (parent, child, ancestor, descendant)
used between two areas are induced from the SUBCLASS_OF relationships on the
singly-rooted Schema. For instance, if class A is a SUBCLASS_OF class B, then we
say that A is a parent of B. If A is a descendant of B, then there exists a path of
SUBCLASS_OF relationships between A and B.

Definition 17: (Completely Direct Articulation Ancestor [CDAA]) Let v

be a concept and w be an articulation concept such that Desc(v, w) and v and w
are in the same multi-rooted intersection area [i.e., P(v) = Pew]. The concept w
is called a Completely Direct Articulation Ancestor (or CDAA) of v if there are no
paths from v to w that contain other articulation concepts. 0

Lemma 9: A concept v in a multi-rooted intersection area is an articulation concept

if and only if v has no CDAA or more than one CDAA.
Proof:

Let v be an articulation concept. If v is an intersection concept, then it has no
CDAA since it is a root. If v is a non-root articulation concept, by Definition 10 (a),
it must have two articulation ancestors x and y and by Definition 10 (b), no other
articulation concepts exist on the paths between v to x and v to y. By Definition 17,
x and y are CDAAs of v. In other words, v has at least two CDAAs.

Let v be an concept with zero or more than one CDAA in an multi-rooted
intersection area A.
Case 1: Assume v has no CDAA. If v is a root of A, then by Definition 10 (a), v is
an articulation concept. Otherwise, v must have some articulation ancestors. Due to
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the fact that a CV is acyclic, v must have a CDAA among its articulation ancestors.
Case 2: Assume a concept v in area A has more than one CDAA. By Definition 10 (b),
v is an articulation concept. ■

9g

Figure 4.19 A CV with six concepts

Two areas X and Y are called independent if X 0 Y and one is not descendant
of the other.
Lemma 12: There is no IS-A' relationship connecting two independent p-areas of

the same multi-rooted intersection area.
Proof: Assume to the contrary that p-area X IS-A' Y, such that X and Y are

independent p-areas of the same multi-rooted intersection area. That means that
there is a concept v in p-area X (rooted at r x ) which has a parent residing in Y
(rooted at r y ), see Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.20 A cycle of SUBCLASS_OF and IS-A' relationships can not occur in a
singly-rooted schema.
Let Z i 7, Z i+1 1 < i < m. Either Z i SUBCLASS_OF Z i+1 or Z i IS-A'
in which case by Theorem 6 Z i+1 is a ancestor pf Z. That is, there is a
path of SUBCLASS_OF relationship from Z i to Z i+1 . Hence, there exists a path of
SUBCLASS_OF relationships from Z 1 to Z m . But there exists also a path of one or
more SUBCLASS_OF relationships from Z, to Z 1 since Z m R Z 1 . A contradiction
to Theorem 5.
It is important to prove that the singly-rooted schema does not contain
cycles consisting of these relationships, since both SUBCLASS_OF and IS-A` are
hierarchical relationships reflecting IS-A semantics on a CV, and a CV is a DAG.
Theorem 5 states that there is no SUBCLASS_OF cycle on a singly-rooted schema,
and Theorem 7 proves that there is no IS-A' or SUBCLASS_OF cycle among p-areas
of a multi-rooted intersection area class. In the following, we prove that there is no
cycle composed of these two relationships in the singly-rooted schema.

Theorem 8: In a singly-rooted schema, no SUBCLASS_OF or IS-A' cycle can
exist. 0
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Lemma 13: Let X and Y be two p-area classes in the same multi-rooted intersection
area with roots r x and r y , respectively. If concept r x is a CDAA of r y then Y is a
SUBCLASS_OF X.
Proof: If concept r x is a CDAA of r y then there is no path between r x and r y
containing other articulation concepts. Because of the way we create the SUBCLASS_OF relationships, described in Section 3.4.3, Y is a SUBCLASS_OF X.
The following theorem reflects our philosophy of defining articulation concepts.
In Figure 4.21, concept r y is an ancestor of r x and all other parent concepts of r x are
in the parent areas of Y . Therefore, instead of making r x an articulation concept,
we would like to group r x into the p-area rooted at r y . The definition of articulation
concept follows this philosophy.
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Figure 4.21 An example where area X will be merged into area Y

CHAPTER 5
THE MULTILEVEL AREA DIAGRAM
In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we presented techniques to generate two abstractions of
a CV: the OOVR schema and the singly-rooted schema. Chapter 4 presented some
problems with the OOVR schema and their solutions in the form of the singly-rooted
schema. We can choose either one of these schemas to store concepts in an OODB
and to provide an abstraction of the CV. Since the OOVR schema is used not only
for storage purposes but also for capturing the abstraction of a CV, users may want
to have both schemas available at the same time. Unfortunately, it is impossible to
have two schemas for one OODB.
For example, the MED OOVR 1 schema has 124 area classes. The singly-rooted
MED OOVR schema has 1,835 classes. Under the OODB framework, browsing is
limited to only one of these two. For example, the following scenario is not allowed.
Assume a user browses the original OOVR schema first. If he reaches a complicated
multi-rooted intersection area, then he may want to switch to the singly-rooted
schema to get a more detailed abstraction of the CV. If he continues to browse the
singly-rooted schema and feels it is too detailed, he may want to switch back to the
more general multi-rooted OOVR schema. This scenario is possible only if we have
both schemas (or abstraction networks) on hand simultaneously. The current OODB
model does not support this kind of browsing. If a user browses the singly-rooted
schema, then no "multi-rooted intersection area class" is available. If a user browses
the singly-rooted schema, no "p-area" can be accessed.
In this chapter, we propose a new model, called a multilevel area diagram, to
represent the abstraction of a CV. Using area diagrams, we will define the multilevel
area diagram model which has two levels of abstraction on top of the instance level.
1 In previous chapters, the MED refers to the CPMC MED 1996 version. In this chapter,
we are using the 1998 version with over 56,000 concepts.
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In this way, users will have more than one choice with respect to their browsing
and comprehension needs. In short, the new model will offer the users the best of
both worlds, the compactness of the OOVR schema and the detailed modeling of
multi-rooted intersection areas as singly-rooted p-areas in the singly-rooted schema.

5.1 Areas and Area Partitions

Similar to an OODB schema, an area diagram (defined below) can be used as an
abstraction of a CV. The notions of area and area partition are defined as follows.
In general, an area should capture a unified subhierarchy of concepts. However,
we cannot require such subhierarchies to be connected, since in the case of a multirooted area diagram the subhierarchies rooted at each root may be disconnected
from each other. Thus, we limit the requirement to continuity along the hierarchical
dimension, called hierarchical continuity, which we define as follows.
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partition of a CV. PR(V) can be denoted as (V, f) since with the function f
defined for the CV V, we are able to derive the proper area partition for a concept
v by f (v)

Figure 5.1 An illegal grouping of concepts which violates hierarchical continuity
The results of both the original and revised partitioning criteria are area
partitions. Both these area partitions satisfy Definitions 18 and 19. In addition,
the original area diagram and the singly-rooted area diagram satisfy the following
special conditions. In the original area diagram, an area is maximal in that it contains
all concepts with a given set of properties. Formally, an area A in a CV V is maximal

In this chapter, we do not specify how to create an area or an area partition.
Instead, we only address the constraints of areas and area partitions. The techniques
described in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 will generate the original area partition and
the singly-rooted area partition of a CV, respectively.
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If an area is singly-rooted, then the root C will be the naming concept of this
area. The area name is created by adding the suffix "Area" to the name of the
naming concept. Hence, we will call this area C Area. Since an area name is not a
class name in an OODB, it can contain spaces or any other special characters. If an
area is multi-rooted, we randomly select one root to name this area with an asterisk
followed by the number of roots within parentheses, and the suffix "Area."

5.2 Area Diagrams

Once we partition a CV V into an area partition PR(V), we need to define an area
diagram which also represents the relationships between pairs of areas in PR(V).
Similar to the IS-A relationship in a CV, the relationships between areas should
perform two functions: property inheritance and subsumption between areas. The
SUBCLASS_OF relationship is not proper for area diagrams since an area diagram
is not an OODB schema. In Chapter 6, when discussing open problems, we will
mention the issue of a system with more than two area diagrams.
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According to Definition 21, if an area X is singly-rooted at r, the parents of

relationship in the sense that for each one of the roots of the area diagram, there
must exist parent concepts in each of the parent areas. This further implies that
each concept in the area must have ancestor concepts in each parent area since one
of the roots of the area is its ancestor.
Figure 5.2 shows an example CV with thirteen concepts. In this example,
concepts within a box have the same property set. Consider generating the original
area diagram of this CV. Concepts within a box will be in the same area in the
original area diagram. Therefore, concepts E and F will be grouped into one area.

Figure 5.3 shows the original area diagram of Figure 5.2. Areas are represented
by boxes labeled by their names. Attributes are listed in the box where they are
introduced under a horizontal line. The child_of relationships are represented by
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Figure 5.2 Example CV with four property-introducing concepts and three intersection concepts

solid arrows, and carry out the property inheritance in area diagrams. For example,
the E* (2) Area inherits the property set {a, b, c} from C Area, the property set
{ a, b} from D Area, and the property set {h} from H Area. By definition, child_of
relationships are not transitive.
Similar to the IS-A' relationship defined in Chapter 4, we need to define a
relationship which can reflect IS-A relationships of non-roots IS-A relationships of
roots. We will reuse the name IS-A' for such a relationship which is defined as follows.
The IS-A' relationship complements the child_of relationship of the global nature.
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Figure 5.3 Area diagram for CV shown in Figure 5.2

If two areas have an IS-A' relationship between them, we know that some
concepts in these two areas are connected by IS-A relationships. Since the child_of
relationships allow short-cuts and the IS-A' relationships reflect IS-A links which
do not covered by child_of relationships, the problems of short-cuts, missing links,
and partition boundaries described in Section 4.1 will not arise. Note that the IS-A'
relationship is not transitive, i.e., C IS-A' B and B IS-A' A does not imply C IS-A'
A. Similar to the IS-A' relationship in a singly-rooted schema, the IS-A' relationship
in an area diagram is also a hierarchical relationship. It is unlike the global child_of relationship which captures the IS-A semantics of all concepts. Instead IS-A'
relationships model the fact that some concepts (not all) in a certain area have
parents in another area. In other words, let A, B be two areas and B IS-A' A. Then,
there must exist some concepts in B which do not have parents in A, otherwise, the
relationship would be child_of and not IS-A'. With the definitions of child_of and
IS-A' relationships, we can define the area diagram as follows. The nature of the
IS-A' relationship is demonstrated in Figure 5.4 where the root G does not have
IS-A relationships to areas C Area, D Area, and H Area like the roots E and F do.
Another possibility is that a non-root concept of an area has an IS-A relationship
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to a non parent area (see the IS-A relationship from y 3 to x 3 in Figure 5.6 and
Figure 5.7).
Definition 23: (Area Diagram [equivalent redefinition]) An area diagram
AD(V) is a quintuple (V, f, PR, C, I), where V is a CV, f is the function which
maps concepts into areas, PR is the area partition derived from f, C is a set of
child_of relationships defined between areas in the area partition, I is a set of IS-A'
relationships defined between areas in PR(V).

Figure 5.4 Example CV with four property-introducing concepts and four intersection concepts
Figure 5.4 shows an example identical to Figure 5.2 except that there is an
extra root G in the bottom area. The concepts in the boxes have the same property
sets. Let us note that concept G inherits the property set a, b, c} from its parent
{
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in C Area and inherits the property set {h} from its parent in H Area. As a result,
the concepts E, F, and G have the same property set.

Figure 5.5 Area diagram for CV shown in Figure 5.4
Figure 5.5 shows the original area diagram of Figure 5.4. By our naming
convention, the bottom area will be named E* (3) Area (see Figure 5.5). Furthermore,
the relationship between the E* (3) Area and D Area is not child_of anymore since one
root (G) does not have any parent residing in D Area. The relationship between these
two areas is IS-A' induced from the IS-A relationships of the concepts E and F. From
this area diagram, users know that all concepts in the E* (3) Area are descendents
of the concepts C and H (the roots of C Area and H Area, respectively). This is
because, first, the E* (3) Area is a child_of C Area and H Area. That means all roots
have parents in C Area and H Area. Furthermore, the two concepts C and H are
property-introducing concepts. Hence, C Area and H Area are singly-rooted. Thus,
all concepts in C Area (H Area) are descendents of the concept C (H). Therefore,
concepts in the E* (3) Area must be descendants of C and H. On the other hand, the
IS-A' relationship between E* (3) Area and D Area tells us that not every concept
in the E* (3) Area is a descendant of the root of D Area. Only some concepts in
this area have IS-A relationships pointing to concepts in D Area, and there must be
some concepts in this area which do not have parents in D Area.
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5.3 The Multilevel Area Diagram Model
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, we want to have a system which can provide
more than one abstraction of a CV to enable users to view a CV at different levels
of abstraction at their choice. In this section, we provide a method to manage
simultaneously multiple area diagrams of a CV by defining an abstraction relation
between two area diagrams.
Remember that the singly-rooted area diagram is created from the original
area diagram using a finer partition of the multi-rooted intersection areas. Similar
to the scenario of switching from the OOVR schema to the concept network, we want
to enable a user to switch from the original area diagram to the singly-rooted area
diagram, or vice versa. It is necessary to define a unification relation between two
area diagrams to indicate whether it is possible to switch from one to the other. The
process of switching from one area diagram to another area diagram is switch from
one abstraction of a CV to another abstraction of the same CV. The switch can be
performed from a more "general" area diagram to a more "specific" area diagram,
or vice versa. We allow the switch only if the two area diagrams are related by a
unification relation.
The unification relation between two area diagrams is independent of the
relationships within these diagrams. We define the unification relation between the
two area partitions of the two area diagrams.
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By Definition 24, for any CV V, its singly-rooted area diagram AD R (V) will
have a unification relation to the original area diagram AD s (V). Concepts within
an area of AD R (V) will reside in one area in AD s (V). All the areas in AD R (V)
with the same property set are related to one area of AD s (V). On the other hand,
no split of an area in the singly-rooted diagram is allowed while switching to the
original diagram.

Figure 5.6 An example CV (a) and its original area diagram (b)
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Figure 5.6 (a) shows an example CV V and its original area diagram AD s (V)
in Figure 5.6(b). Boxes in V will be represented as areas in AD s (V). The sixteen
concepts in V are grouped into six areas in the area diagram AD s (V), which has
eight child_of relationships and two IS-A' relationships.

Figure 5.7 An example CV (a) and its singly-rooted area diagram (b)

In Figure 5.7 (a), we show the singly-rooted area diagram for the same CV as
in Figure 5.6. In Figure 5.7 (b), we show its singly-rooted area diagram AD R (V).
There are eleven areas in AD R (V) with eighteen child_of relationships and two IS-A'
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Area in AD s (V) [see Figure 5.6 (b)] is refined into X1 Area, X2 Area, and X3 Area
in AD R (V) [see Figure 5.7 (b)]. These two area diagrams capture two different levels
of abstraction of a CV. By combining them together, we obtain the Multilevel Area
Diagram model. To demonstrate the refinement relation between area diagrams in
Figure 5.8, the notation R u (M)=N denotes that M is an area in the singly-rooted
area diagram in Figure 5.8(a) and N is an area in the original area diagram in

Figure 5.8 The singly-rooted area diagram (a) and (b) the original area diagram of
the CV in Figure 5.6(a)
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As will be discussed in the next section, the definition of the Multilevel Area
Diagram is designed for easy extension to more than two area diagrams.

Definition 25: (Multilevel Area Diagram [MLAD]) Let AD 1 and AD 2 be two
area diagrams generated for a CV with the refinement relation 7Z" connecting them.
The Multilevel Area Diagram is the quadruple (V, R u , AD 1 AD 2 ). 0
i

Given a CV V, consider the original area diagram AD S (V) and the singlyrooted area diagram AD R (V) obtained following the techniques of Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3. Let RU be the inverse refinement relation from AD R (V) to AD s (V).
Then (V, RP, AD s (V), AD R (V)) is a MLAD. As a matter of fact, such a MLAD
exists for every vocabulary for which AD s (V)≠AD R (V). In the case where these
two area diagrams are equal, no MLAD is needed.
According to Definition 19, an "area partition" serves as a partition for the
entire CV. That means a concept must belong to exactly one area in an area diagram.
In the MLAD framework, more than one area diagram exists. Hence, a concept in
a CV may belong to two areas in different levels. For instance, the concept 3r 4 in
Figure 5.6 (a) is a member of the Y 1 * (3) Area in Figure 5.6 (b). The same concept
y4

in Figure 5.7 (a) is a member of the

Y4

Area in Figure 5.7 (b).

In order to find the proper areas containing a given concept x, we use the
function fs and fR which are parts of the quadruple notation of the area diagrams
AD S and AD R , respectively. The function fs (x) [fR (x)] will produce the area
containing x in the original (singly-rooted) area diagram AD S (AD R ). Using these
two functions, we not only obtain the proper area, but also know in which area
diagram it is. Note that switching between areas from one level (area diagram) to
another is facilitated by the refinement relation which should not be confused with
the f function which is internal to the area diagram.
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5.4 Browsing Examples for MLADs
Let us use Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 to demonstrate switching between area diagrams
during the browsing of a MLAD. Suppose we start browsing on the original area
diagram in Figure 5.6 (right). When we reach the X1 * (2) Area, we may want
to see a more detailed view. One possibility is switch to the CV directly. However,
according to our experience, a multi-rooted intersection area may have a large number
of concepts and a very complicated pattern of IS-A connections. In such a case,
instead of switching to the CV, users can switch to the more detailed singly-rooted
area diagram shown in Figure 5.7 (right). The previous focus area was the X 1 * (2)

Area. Once users switch to the singly-rooted area diagram, they can select one of the
roots X1 Area or X2 Area to be the focus area. Let us assume that the user selects
X2 Area and navigates to X3 Area via the child_of relationship and then to Y1 Area

through the IS-A' relationship. Since Y tAXI1S-Ah'(rnoec3aeild,_f)
root concept of Y1 Area does not have IS-A connections to any concept in X3 Area.
By checking the property sets of X3 Area and Y1 Area, we know that P(X3 Area)
P( Y1 Area). This means we have entered a p-area derived from a multi-rooted
intersection area which is different from the X 1 * (2) Area. However, we do not know
where Y1 Area is located in that multi-rooted intersection area.
After the multi-rooted intersection area has been partitioned, we will have a
hierarchy of p-areas which may contain hundreds of additional p-areas. This multirooted intersection area obviously has different semantics from the X 1*(2)Area.
Users may then want to know the name of that multi-rooted intersection area, since
it represents the structure of all concepts in that multi-rooted intersection area. The
Y1 Area may be located at the bottom or middle of the area hierarchy which may
be too specific for the user's needs. In order to orient themselves within the newly
entered multi-rooted intersection area Y1 *(3) Area which induces Y1 Area users can
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switch to the original area diagram. Before we perform the switch, we can put Y 1
Area into a buffer for the purpose of switch back later on.
Once users switch to the original area diagram, users can see that Y 1 Area in
the singly-rooted area diagram is induced by the Y 1 * (3) Area. It has two parent
areas: B Area and D Area. Note that D Area is a sibling of the X1 * (2) Area. Once
users have achieved an understanding of the newly entered multi-rooted intersection
area, they can switch back to the singly-rooted area diagram to continue browsing.
The user has now the choice to return to the previously buffered Y1 Area as a focus.
Alternatively, he can select one of the roots to be the new focus area. Assume a user
reaches Y4 Area from the Y1 Area and decides that this is the area he is looking for;
then he can switch to the CV to check the concepts in this area. Let us note that
this kind of browsing is advanced over the OOVR framework since there we can have
only one OODB schema at a time.
Let us use the MLAD of the MED to demonstrate a browsing example. By
the modeling provided in the previous chapters, the MLAD of the MED contains
two area diagrams: the original area diagram with 124 areas and the singly-rooted
area diagram with 1,835 areas. Assume a user wants to find out the available
medicines for treating a nasal inflammation. The browsing will start at the root

(Medical Entity Area) of the original area diagram. Among the 25 children of Medical
Entity Area, Pharmacy Items (drugs and nondrugs) Area is the obvious one to select
among areas with names such as Order Frequency, Specimen, Care Plan Protocol,
etc. The Pharmacy Items (drugs and nondrugs) Area has two children: Operating

Room Medications Area and the intersection area "Anti-Infective Agents* (Si) Area."
Since the Operating Room Medications Area" specifies the drug treatments for the
operating room, and we are looking for a formulary drug, we select the other area to
continue our browsing. At this point, the user should switch to the singly-rooted area
diagram. This multi-rooted intersection area is partitioned into 42 areas in the singly-
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rooted area diagram. We will start our browsing by reviewing the 31 root areas in this
intersection area. Two of them, Anti-Inflammatory Agents Area and Eye, Ear, Nose,
and Throat Preparations Area, match the information we are looking for. These two

areas have one common child, Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat Anti-Inflammatory Agents
Area. Once we reach this area, it is fairly clear that we have found the right area.

Then we can switch to the CV to find out how many children there are for the root
concept, Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat Anti-Inflammatory Agents. From the
IS-A connections in the CV, we find 20 children and drugs available for treating
nasal inflammation such as CPMC Drug: Nasonex Nasal 50MCG 17G SP,
CPMC Drug: Nasalcort Nasal Spray 16.5 GM, CPMC Drug: Vancenase
AQ Nasal 25 GM, etc. Those are the drugs we were looking for.

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this dissertation, we have addressed the issue of enhancing the comprehensibility
and usability of large Controlled Vocabularies. Toward this end, we have developed
a number of new representational methodologies for CVs using OODB modeling and
technology. A CV is mapped into an equivalent OODB representation called an
Object-Oriented Vocabulary Repository (OOVR). The OOVR schema serves not
only for storing concepts into an OODB, but also as an important abstraction
network. We have also presented a framework called Multilevel Area Diagrams
(MLADs) which can manage multiple abstraction views with respect to a given CV.
Overall, the contributions of this work can be broken into three major parts: (1) A
three-phase OODB modeling technique for mapping a CV into an OOVR representation; (2) A software tool called the OOVR Generator; and (3) A framework called
Multilevel Area Diagrams which incorporates two abstraction levels into a single
representation.
We have first presented a technology to generate the OOVR representation.
Property-introducing concepts and intersection concepts have been identified in a
CV, and they respectively root the property-introducing areas and intersection areas.
Each area is mapped into an OODB class which represents a grouping of structurally
similar concepts. The OOVR schema provides an abstraction view of the concepts'
structures. One root of each area is selected as a naming concept to name the area
class and define the SUBCLASS...OF relationships between classes.
In the second phase, every multi-rooted intersection area is partitioned into
p-areas which are singly-rooted. Every area and p-area of the vocabulary then has
exactly one root. All concepts in an area (all concepts in a p-area) have the same
properties, making the area structurally uniform. In addition, all concepts in an
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area (in a p-area) are descendents of the area root, which makes them semantically
similar.
In the third phase, a semantic relationship IS-A' is introduced to overcome
the browsing difficulties that arise from missing connections between area classes.
The IS-A` relationships represent the IS-A connections which cannot be reflected by
the SUBCLASS_OF relationships. With this IS-A' relationship, the OOVR schema
provides a more refined abstraction network of a CV for users.
To complement our theoretical methodology, we have built a program called
the OOVR Generator which automatically carries out the conversion of a semantic
network vocabulary to the OOVR representation. We discussed the architectural
details of this program. Interestingly, the OOVR Generator is a "second-order"
process, with some of its modules being constructed by other modules during
execution. Overall, the OOVR takes as its input a CV contained in two text
files, called the Property Description File and the Concept Specification File, and
produces a completely functioning OOVR. No human intervention in the form of
database modeling or populating is required.
To demonstrate our methodology, we have applied the OOVR Generator to two
CVs from the medical domain, the mid-sized InterMED and the very large MED.
They are currently up and running on top of ONTOS. The InterMED-OOVR is
accessible via the Web [31]. While our demonstrations focused on medical CVs, let
us emphasize that our methodology is completely general. It works for any semantic
network CV in any subject area, as long as it is possible to map the CV into the
Property Description File and Concept Specification File formats which we have
described, and as long as the "uniqueness of property introduction" rule is satisfied.
The OOVR Generator contains a module, called the Preprocessor, which performs
any necessary mapping into the required file formats and which has to be rewritten
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for different semantic network formalisms. Other than that, the OOVR Generator
is completely general.
Different from the OODB representation which has only one abstraction view
(i.e., its schema), the Multilevel Area Diagrams (MLADs) framework can manage two
or more abstraction networks of a CV at the same time. Each layer is represented as
an area diagram with child_of and IS-A' hierarchical semantics relationships. To some
degree, these two relationships are similar to SUBCLASS_OF and IS-A' relationships
in the OODB framework. The singly-rooted area diagram in an MLAD not only
represents an abstraction of a CV, but also represents a refinement of the original
area diagram. We have provided the definition of the unification relation between
these two area diagrams. The MLAD framework provides an environment which
allows users to browse on different levels and switch back and forth between the
vocabulary and the two kinds of area diagrams. As we demonstrated, this framework
provides users with a comprehensive environment in which to browse the CV for the
purpose of retrieval and maintenance.
In summary, we have provided two overall approaches for modeling CVs: the
OOVR representation and the MLAD framework. These techniques can help future
CV designers implement and maintain large vocabularies as well as help users to
comprehend the contents of existing CVs. Theoretical characteristics, such as the
absence of cycles, of these representations have been identified and proved. We have
developed software tools to generate the OOVR on top of a well supported database
system.
An interesting issue of future research is to extend the MLAD to model more
than two abstraction views. The way the MLAD is defined, it can be extended to
model more than two area diagrams. As a matter of fact, in 140], we have presented a
technique to partition a CV by similarity. When either of these techniques is applied
to the areas and p-areas of the singly-rooted area diagram, they result in a refinement
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of the singly-rooted area diagram and a unification relation can be defined. The new
area diagram can be considered as a third layer of the MLAD. The quadruple of the
MLAD (V, 7V, AD ' , AD 2 ) needs to be modified to model the third or even several
additional area diagrams. It is an interesting open problem to thoroughly investigate
the MLAD model for more than two area diagrams.
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